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F O R E W O R D

To evaluate the endurance of a contemporary artist is a 

perilous task. That elusive factor, time, which can dissipate 

current acclaim into hazy remembrance or catapult obscurity into 
world renown, must be weighed thoughtfully; else, the critical scales 

may tilt capriciously. Thus, without the ruthless editing of cen

turies, nor even the perspective and trial of a single century, the 
study of the works of any twentieth-century artist can, at best, be 

the result of careful research, comparative methods, and dependence 

upon the best critical judgments of our time.
Today, one can readily understand how Shakespeare won 

popular acclaim in his sixteenth century and why that acclaim 

persists; yet, the Elizabethan audiences hailed just as loudly, if 

not louder, the works of Marlowe, and Lyly, and Greene. With our 

advantageous hindsight, we quickly recognize the reasons for the 

great bard's endurance, and, today we can readily see why his con

temporaries are mere satellites illuminating the globe of his genius. 

But, could we, or would we, have made that prediction had we sat in 

the gallery of the Globe Theater in 1597, watching the King's men 

perform Henry IV?

Intelligent speculations are now being made as to whether
7ABrois Pasternak will be read and enthusiastically acknowledged in 

the twenty-first, the twenty-second century as this Nobel Prize
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winner has been in our twentieth century?

Claims are being staked that Robert Frost will be remembered 

long after the twentieth century Presidents are but a list of dimly 
remembered names.

And then, what of the poetic voice of America who shall 

surely be of interest to the literary scholar two, three, four cen

turies hence? Yes, what of Walt Whitman?

Thus, as we must give full recognition to the insoluble 

problem of time in any current literary appraisal, we must also con

sider the highly advantageous benefits of a study of a living, 

literary artist.

Our subject under scrutiny is a lyric poet, Sister M.

Madeleva. We have the distinct advantages of frequent, personal 

contacts with the author. In private interviews she has revealed 

her poetic philosophies, her method of creation, her obstacles, and 

her successes. The poet has added a new dimension to this study which, 

if done a hundred years hence, would be entirely lacking. For Sister, 

herself, has told us her poetic aims; she has revealed her literary 

convictions; she has left little or nothing to the area of speculation.

This study has been divided into two sections: in the first, 

Sister Madeleva speaks informally about her life and poetry; in the 

second, consideration is given to the influences and merits of her 

poetic works. It must also be noted that her prose writings, which 

consist of literary criticisms, educational essays, and an auto

biography have not been included; these would constitute a separate

research project.



Thus, we are on solid ground in this study, for the soil has 

been spaded by our poet-subject. May this ground produce a bountiful 

harvest for the future student, critic, research scholar, who will 

be reading, evaluating, and enjoying the poems of Sister M. Madeleva 

in the year 2 ,062.
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PART I

SISTER MADELEVA SPEAKS OF HER LIFE AND POETRY



CHAPTER I

IN THE BEGINNING

One bright clear night in the spring of 1906, a freshman 

student at the University of Wisconsin went home from a dance, and 

sat down on the side of her bed to brush her hair. As most girls 

did in those days she wore it very long.

The musicians were good, the dance had been a success, the 

students were pleased and satisfied, and externally everything had 

t-one off well. But the girl sat there and thought about it, and 

felt a strange dissatisfaction creeping into her mind. An overpower

ing restlessness followed her after each idea.

To be dissatisfied is common: to be intelligently dissatis

fied is a rarer phenomenon. It was well into the early hours of 

the morning. In Madison, then a very small town, all was still.

No noise interrupted the uneasy flow of thought.

And what the girl thought was: there must be more to life 

than a round of affairs like this. It was a pleasant enough dance, 

of course. But to what does it lead? And where does it end? In a 

sense this silent scene foreshadowed the long future, for the true 

artist is hardly ever entirely satisfied.

One woman is ready to accept things as they are: she struggles
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indeed but it is only to stay in the rut that she calls her life. 

Another is determined to make her mark in the world, to leave it a 

somewhat different place from the one she saw when she came into it. 

And that woman, whether driven by deep-seated ambition, by artistic 

urge to create, or by a sheer love of God, strives for constructive 

work, and as with The Chambered Nautilus, "each new temple is nobler 

than the last."'1'

Thinking back over that night and the restless thoughts thus
commenced, the then freshman said, "I had very long hair: I guess

you would call it chestnut. It had quite a few red high-lights in

it, and I was quite proud of it— but I kept saying over and over to
2myself, 'There must be more to life than just this.'"

One is reminded of the bit of psychology related in Saint 
Matthew, about the young man who approached Christ and asked what he 

should do to be perfect. Christ mentioned things incumbent upon all 

good Jews: giving alms, respecting one's parents, being honest. And 
the young man, as restless as was this Wisconsin freshman, replied, 

perhaps with a touch of impatience, that he was already doing al1 

these things. Then Christ said, "If you would be perfect, leave all 
things and follow Me."

What the psychologist sees so easily today is that such conduct 

bestows upon life an inner meaning not otherwise attainable. And this

Sister M. Madeleva, Recorded Conversation. August, 1957*
2 Ibid.
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freshman at Madison, in the ordinary course of events, should have 

"been perfectly satisfied: for she vas pretty, came of a good family, 

had a good scholastic record, and was popular with the boys. But 

this young girl was dissatisfied, for she felt some inner core of 
life was eluding her, some meaning deeper than any she saw on the 

surface was awaiting her. But, where would it be found? At the 

moment, she had no idea of the answer.

Scientists say that for every action there is an opposite and 
corresponding reaction.

"If I had not been able to find the meaning for my life, I 
would have quite logically committed suicide, said the dissatisfied 

student.
Sister Mary Madeleva, President of Saint Mary's College,

Notre Dame, Indiana, was sitting very erect as she always does, in 

the parlor adjoining her office, looking across at me as she spoke 

the words above. A strangely cool August breeze sifted in through 

the open windows. Her face lit up recalling a past almost buried by 

the present. Almost, but not quite. Muted morning sounds, a lawn- 
mower's steady drone, a typewriter's rhythmic tap, a girl's high- 

pitched laugh as she sped down the college corridors— seemed remote, 

almost unreal as the poet's soft voice wove the fabric of her girl

hood, bringing back memories of long ago.
She was as perfectly placed in this setting as a good actress 

in a play of her own choosing. The large mahogany-panaeled room, with 1

1 Sister M. Madeleva, Recorded Conversation. August, 1957-
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deep-piled carpet, comfortable furniture, oil paintings on the walls, 

a tasteful blending of colors and patterns, seemed truly appropriate 

foil for the occupant of the adjacent office. The very atmosphere 

spoke of cool control, good breeding, an aristocracy of intellect.
But, critical study of her also prompted some very careful 

thinking. National and racial characteristics are hard to circumvent. 

Usually genius not only resembles the stock from which it springs, it 

is very prone to have racial characteristics in intensified degrees. 
George Washington was a Virginia planter and very much like many others 

of his class before he was ever known as father of his country. Vergil 

was an Italian farmer, and he had in high degree the frugal virtues of 

his hardy race long before he became the greatest poet of Rome. Such 

men do not rise to their greatness in spite of what they are but 
rather because of it.

Then, what kind of ancestry did this remarkable woman have?

No one could tell that part of her story better than she herself.

On the 24th of May, 1887 , Mary Evaline Wolff was born.
When August and Lucy Wolff welcomed their second child and 

only daughter to their modest home in Cumberland, Wisconsin, there 
was great cause for joy, little time for celebration. They were too 

busy eking out a living from their harness shop in the small German 

settlement.
Mary Evaline, called Eva, had parents of rugged pioneer stock. 

Her father, August Wolff, was b o m  at Brallentin in the province of 

Pommern (Pomerania), Prussia. The place was then a village near enough 

to the Baltic seaport of Stettin to be almost a suburb. His father,
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like his relatives and neighbors, was a fanner. Born September 10,

1857, he was the first of eleven children.
"Papa's memories of the first nine years of his life spent in 

Germany were vivid. He would show my two brothers and myself the 

picture of his home there. It was like the other homes of the village—  

brick and stone with a thatched roof. He would recall running down 

to the brook on summer evenings to wash his bare feet, then picking 
his way back to the house over the flagstones to keep them clean. He 

remembered carrying water at the age of six or seven years to the 

workers in the fields, of carrying grist to be ground to a Dutch-type 

windmill."

When August Wolff was nine years old and after the death of 

his father, his mother and stepfather, Chris Engelke, joined the tide 

of immigration to America. Their voyage across the North Sea, through 

the English Channel, and over the broad Atlantic took five weeks in 

a small, three-masted sailing ship, the "Asien." Landing at Castle 

Garden, New York, they started westward by immigrant train arriving 
finally at Watertown, Wisconsin.

"Papa told us many times of that first winter in a new land.
It was a lesson in practical thrift. To light their small home they 

bought one small kerosene lamp and two quarts of oil for it. The 

lamp itself was a new-world luxury and it was used so frugally that 
the small supply of kerosene lasted through the winter. The glass 

chimney was considered an extra luxury and was used only on special 

occasions. Otherwise when the lamp was lit it gave only the dim 

light of the smoky bare flame. Much of the time firelight was the
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only illumination, and for occasional lights there were splinters of 

dry pitch pine tied in bundles and kept handy to be used as tapers."

August Wolff had three years of formal schooling in Richwood, 

Wisconsin, then at the age of twelve began his apprenticeship in the 

harness trade which was to be his life’s work for seventy-six years.
He encountered many early difficulties with the new English 

language. Since German was continuously used at home, the children 

made slower progress with their English than would otherwise have 

been the case.

"Papa had heard of oranges and how delicious they were and 

was determined to taste them at the first opportunity. When he had 

earned his very first nickel he went to the store. With no English 

words to make his wants known he lacked any means of discerning 

varieties of fruits. He could only hand the grocer his precious coin 

and point to the yellow fruit. Wo great imagination is needed to 
understand his boyish disappointment when he tasted the fruit he had 

chosen— a lemon."

By the time he was twenty-five years old he decided to go into 
business forhimself. Renting a small place on the main street of 
Cumberland he opened shop, and it is a matter of record that the receipts 

for the first day's business were seventy-five cents. This was in 

May, 18 8 3. The following January he married Miss Lucy Arntz.

"I always thought of mother as an aristocrat. Papa was big 

boned with a strong lean frame. Mama was small and always quite 

fragile— although she lived to be ninety-four."
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Although Lucy Arntz "was born on a homestead at the head of 

the Wisconsin River Dells, her parents had come to America in 1848.

Her father, Peter Joseph Henry Arntz, vas born at Griethausen, a 

town in western Prussia, on January 13, 1812. His family were well- 

to-do brick-makers and dairy farmers living on an estate between 
KLeve and Wesel, not far from the Rhineland city of Dusseldorf.

Schooled at home by tutors he was a linguist. Besides his native 

German, he spoke Holland Dutch, French, English, and Latin.

As a young man Peter went to South America. He lived at 

Parimaribo in Dutch Guiana but later returned to Germany and went 

into business in Kleve, a city on the left bank of the Rhine near 

the Dutch border. Across the river was the town of Humerich, a place 

of entry into Holland, where he met and married Hendriana Bernadina 

Smitz.

Shortly after their marriage they sailed from Holland for 

Hew York. They came west by the means most in use at the time, 

horse-drawn canal boats on the Erie Canal and by boat through the Great 

Lakes to Milwaukee. They lived in Milwaukee two years and it is a 

matter of family tradition that Peter Arntz cut cord-wood on what is 

now Grand Avenue. They then moved to Madison where as an intimate 

friend of Governor Leonard J. Harwell he held a secretarial position 

in the capitol.

The pioneer spirit was strong in the young Arntz couple and 

they left the comparative comfort of Madison to go into lumbering.

In 1853> they settled on a homestead on the right bank of the
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Lemonwier River about a mile from its junction with the Wisconsin 

and the head of the Wisconsin River Dells. It was here that Lucia, 
the fourth of their thirteen children, was horn.

After going to country school, Lucy was sent to New Lisbon 

to high school. She finished there at the age of nineteen and came 

home to teach for eight years. At the end of that time she went to 

Mauston to work in Isaac Alsbacher's store where she met August Wolff.

The Arntzes came from a part of Germany that was as predom
inantly Catholic as the Wolff family was strongly Lutheran.

When Lucy Arntz and August Wolff were married on New Year's 

Day, 188U, they were driven in a sleigh from Lyndon, Wisconsin, to 

Mauston, the county seat. Here they spent the night in the home of 
Will Arntz, Lucy's uncle and the sheriff of the area.

The next day they took the train for their new home. Blizzards 

and storms blocked the railroads. It took them a week to reach 
Cumberland and when they did, the thermometer stood at 52 degrees below 

zero.

They went to work setting up their home in the same building 

with the harness shop. There, on November 19, 1885, their first child 
was born. They named him Julius Frederick after his paternal grand

father .

Cumberland at that time was a primitive lumber town. The 

railroad had been built into it in 1878, less than six years before. 

Four sawmills were in operation and the pine was fast disappearing 

from lands near town. The streets, not yet graded, were either muddy 

or dusty in summer or muddy or snow covered in winter. Sidewalks of
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plank set up off the ground were broken with steps to negotiate short 
slopes. The town, with less than a thousand people, had fourteen 

saloons and two houses of prostitution. A reputation earned during 

those early days placed the town, according to a popular classifica
tion of the time, with two other Wisconsin lumber towns in an unholy 
quartette, Cumberland, Hurley, Hayward, and Hell.

Working hard and prospering, the young Wolffs bought a house 

and three lots for $800.00 in the spring of 18 8 7. They were no more 
than settled when on the twenty-fourth of May, Mary Evaline was born.

A third child, Werner Peter, arrived October 23, 1889, and a fourth 

child, Leo, born in 1892, died shortly after his birth.

During the first dozen years in Cumberland, Lucy Wolff 

repeated something of her mother’s experiences with the native Indians. 

A band of Chippewas, living eight or ten miles from town, would come 
into Cumberland from time to time to trade. A local chief who pre

tended to speak English conducted their affairs for them. His name 

translated was Little Pipe, but he was nearly always called "Cutlip" 

because of distinctive facial scars. Much too often, Lucy at home 
with her babies, was startled to see the chief peering menancingly 

in at the window. The fact that he was only looking for her husband 

to sell him deer hair did not make his unsightly face any more re
assuring.

Lumbering required many horses, and horses required harnesses, 

so the business grew. In 1902, they moved into a new and much larger 
brick building where the business continued to thrive for forty-three
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years.

Midst these pioneer surroundings and old-world frugality, Eva 
Wolff (Sister Madeleva) attended the small public school and grew up 

with a deep love of nature in its most -unrestrained elements. Play

ing mostly with her two brothers and her cousins, the Engelke boys, 

she loved shooting, swimming, and skating on the lovely Wisconsin 

lakes.

"I was always the first one on the ice in the winter" she 

told me, "and the last one off in the spring. Except for one boy,

I would skate when all of the other youngsters were afraid of the 
thawing ice. Furthermore, I never fell in once or even got wet. I 

have never known fear to this day."

The Wolffs lived in a mission parish and attended Mass once 

a month. On the other Sundays they read the Bible and recited their 

prayers aloud together. Her mother was a zealous catechist and would 

send to "far-off" Chicago for the finest in Catholic texts. The 

three children were given their religious training solely by their 

mother.

Sister Madeleva remembers with great pleasure the long cold 

Wisconsin Sunday afternoons. Curled up in a big armchair with her 

father, he would read aloud to her. He liked poetry and made scrap

books of his favorites.

"The poems he read," she smiled, "were of the warm, human 

variety rather than the intellectual." She clearly remembers Eugene
Fields. Mr. Wolff would also read the comics.
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"My favorites were Buster Brown, Kipling's "Jungle Story Book" 

and the Katzenjammer Kids. Papa would also read the editorials and 

the humorists' columns. There was a Peter Dunne who wrote "Mr. Dooley" 

and a Bill Wye who could probably be called the Walter Winchell of 

his day."

A book which made a vivid impression on small Eva was 

"Samantha at Saratoga."

"Years later when I had occasion to go to Saratoga, this racing 
center held many attractions for me because of my childhood memory of 

that book."

She thinks of her father as a man of artistic temperament. 

Although uneducated, he had a vigorous mind and loved beauty. A 

brother still has his many drawing books filled with faithful repro

ductions of trees, leaves, and flowers that would have delighted a 

botanist. This love of beauty led him naturally into a field of work 

where craftsmanship and artistic skill blended, harness making. "To 

An Old Harness Maker" is one of our subject's best poems.

After graduating from high school, because of lack of money 

as well as her mother's ill health, Eva remained home for a year 

managing the household.

"This was a very profitable year for me. I enjoyed my domestic 

duties, particularly because the laundry was done by a hired girl.

I disliked doing the laundry very much."

She matriculated in the University of Wisconsin in the fall 

of 1905• Despite the normal college life of studies and varied social
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activities, this year saw the beginning of restlessness that grew 

into dissatisfaction with her way of life.

It seems clear that this ferment of unrest was in part a 
natural reaction of youth which is so often eager to reform the world, 

but in part, too, it was the outgrowth of a Catholic training she had 

received from her mother which led her to look very seriously upon 

her life and her opportunities. Doubtless, as already suggested, 

the Prussian blood, aristocratic, intense, thoughtful, also influenced 

her thinking. And her father's love of beauty and of natural wonders 

gave the young student a sharp appreciation of what is natural per

fection, accompanied inevitably by the thought that beauty is frail 

and fleeing, as Sallust once remarked, and only excellence is lasting. 

Just as a mountain climber once said that the only reason for climb

ing a mountain was because it was there, so, too, Eva probably felt, 

again with her intense North German temperament driving her, that 

the only real reason for existence was to attain excellence. She 

was already beginning to suspect that only in the service of God 

would she attain to a degree of satisfaction, of self-expression, of 

doing good, that could be rivalled nowhere else on earth.

"I kept asking myself, 'What does God mean for me to do?' I 

never thought, 'How can I be happy?' I always thought, 'What does 

God want of me?'"

In the summer of 1906, following her freshman year at the 

University of Wisconsin, she happened to enter the drugstore in 

Cumberland. Purchasing a forty-cent copy of a literary magazine of
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the day, McClure * s, she saw a small ad for Saint Mary’s College at 

South Bend, Indiana.

She announced to her mother that that was where she was going 

to school.
"What will your father say?"

"He'll let me" the daughter replied confidently.

In her letter of inquiry to the registrar at Saint Mary's 

College, she stated that she was a young woman who liked to have her 

own way and who did not like to obey rules. Such frankness was both 

interesting and ominous. But she was as good as her word, for it 

turned out that in her first year at Saint Mary's she voluntarily 

and involuntarily broke every rule they had.

"You can imagine my feelings to this day" she admitted, when 
I sit upon the Disciplinary Board."

After two years at Saint Mary's she decided that she had 

found the true meaning for her life and the concern she had exper

ienced at the end of her freshman year in Madison was terminated.

She decided quite simply and logically to enter the Holy Cross Order. 

Her father protested strongly.

On September l4, 1908, she entered the novitiate. She re

ceived the white veil and Eva Wolff became Sister Mary Madeleva, 

December 8, 1908. She professed her final vows August 15, 191^-

She received her Bachelor of Arts Degree from Saint Mary's

College in 1909* "The Familiar Essay" was the subject of her thesis 

for which she earned her Master's Degree in English from the University
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of Notre Dame in 1918.

When she attended the University of California at Berkeley, 
she received her doctorate. "Pearl: A Study in Spiritual Dryness" 

was the subject of her dissertation, published in 1925 by Appleton- 

Century.

Graduate study at Oxford University, in 1933 - 193^ > "was followed 
by extensive travel in America, Europe, and the Holy Land.

As a teacher and ardent medievalist, Sister Madeleva served 

as Dean of Saint Mary of the Wasatch College, Salt Lake City, Utah, 

from 1926 - 1931 and as its President from 1931 - 1933- She was 
President of Saint Mary’s College, Notre Dame, Indiana, from 193^ to 
19 6 1, at which time she retired.

These then are the main threads of Eva Wolff's childhood, 
threads which fashioned a sturdy and enduring fabric.

Watching Sister Madeleva's face while she recaptured the 

simple joys of her youth, one noted a paradoxical quality. Her 

features contain serenity, but it is a compelling serenity. Here is 

no quietly pious nun, but rather a woman who has sublimated strong 

desires, battled passionate drives, and channeled them into the 
powerful currents of her life. She has a vitality and a directness 

that one more commonly associates with dynamic and successful men of 

the world.

The insistent ringing of a bell for lunch jarred us back to 
the reality of the panelled sitting room and my host's pressing

duties.
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She rose from her chair, a slight figure in long black robes, 

the fluted halo of crisp white framing a face which almost denies 

the passage of seventy-one years. There are faint lines etched 

around her clear blue-gray eyes, but her skin is clear and soft^much 

like a young girl’s.
"I am enjoying this much more than you are, I'm afraid. It 

isn't often that one indulges in the past. Shall we continue this 

afternoon?"



CHAPTER II

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

By the time Sister Madeleva had reached advanced studies, 

her love of English had taken a definite direction. Poetry had become 
a minor occupation, medieval literature a major pre-occupation. When 

she received her doctorate from the University of California at 

Berkeley in 1925, her dissertation directed and approved by Henry 

Seidel Canby, published in book form by Appleton-Century, was 

"Pearl: A Study in Spiritual Dryness."
Sister recalls her time at the University of California with 

great pleasure.

"I think this would be interesting to you, Marge, I was in 

the class at the University of California in which 'The Saturday 

Review of Literature' was born. Henry Seidel Canby had come out to 

give a course in critical writing and one in American literature.

The critical writing course was limited to twelve students, admitted 

on the basis of their published work or their work in the process of 

publication. I was three months late sending in my application and, 

of course, there had been hundreds of applications at that time, people 

in Canada, people all over the United States were applying to study 

with Mr. Canby. I had 'A Question of Lovers' in galley proof at that

- 17 -
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time so I sent that on with my application and although it was too 

late I was admitted to the class. He told us that he was going to 

work on this hypothetical magazine and that we (the twelve students) 

were going to write this magazine. It was going to he a magazine 

of critical prose and perhaps some satire. We could take our choice. 

We could do drama for six weeks, three hook reviews, or we could do 

one hook review and two satires or two hook reviews and one satire.

The young people all chose the satire and we older folks chose the 
hook review.

"Well, let me see. I chose Gertrude Atherton's Black Oxen 

and Eleanor Wylie’s Black Armour and I've forgotten the third hook. 

These hooks were not yet in published form when we got them. There 

would he four students writing on the same hook and each one of us 

submitted his or her review anonymously and Mr. Canby would read 

each of the reviews. Then the class would select the one that was 

to go into the magazine and in each case my review was chosen.

Which was really quite a thrill."

Strangely enough, Sister Madeleva considers herself to have 

an ability more critical than creative. This could he a widely 

disputed point. Questioned if these reviews were the first critical 

work she had done, she replied:

"Well, no. I had done my Master's in education and I had 

been at Berkeley two summers before and had done two essays that were 

ready for publication. One on Chaucer; one on Francis Thompson and 

Coventry Patmore. Then the year after I had done a number of critical
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essays in an English seminar, all of which were published in 'Chaucer's 

Nuns. ’"

Thus, The Saturday Review of Literature was born in that 
summer class which Sister attended.

"Yes, Mr. Canby told us that he was going back to New York 
and build up his staff— and he already had them in mind, I know-- 

William Benet, Amy Loveland, and another woman whom I know personally;

I can't think of her name right now."
There was a friendly bond established among the members of 

this class and their professor.

"I could always write to Mir. Canby for help or advice. Then, 
when he retired, Bernard DeVoto became the editor; and I knew Bernard 

DeVoto as a boy out in Ogden. In fact, his father was brought up 

from Mound City by our Sisters. He was a little Civil War orphan 

and was brought up here and raised and educated by our Sisters. So,

I knew Bernard DeVoto until his death you see, and he was a dear 

friend."

It was obvious that Sister Madeleva was enjoying recalling 
these fragments of pleasant association, small triumphs and perhaps 

most of all days when she was not about to be burdened with admin

istrative responsibilities.

In reply to the query as to her literary equipment, Sister 
Madeleva's answers revealed a broad and strong liberal arts background.

"As to my literary equipment, I do know English fairly well.

I have good experience in Latin and I taught Latin in high school.
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I have good training in old and middle English (many consider her an 

authority on medieval English), and in French and German.

"I have not studied Greek, which I regret. If I were to go 
to school again, I'm very sure I would spend a great deal of time 

studying Greek. I didn't know enough to take it when I was in college. 

I know the Greek literature and the Greek philosophy hut only in 

translation. Now, of course, in Italian and Spanish one gets a cer
tain familiarity because of one's knowledge of French and Latin.

One can go through Dante with an interlinear and get the feeling of 

his medium even though one has to use this guide.

"I have had very good training in philosophy; early pre- 
Socratic and Socratic right down to the present time. I studied it 

in college and I taught it, which is, as you know, one of the best 
ways of studying it.

"I have had training in physics and in chemistry but no 

biology. I know astronomy only through observation. I love the 

stars. I would be unable entirely to do mathematical astronomy. It 

would spoil the sky for me."

As she reviewed her scholastic background easily and unhesi

tatingly, one was struck again by her unswerving singlemindedness. 

Although she had previously confessed to a "logical" suicide if she 

had not discovered what God had meant her to do, I believe God's 

will had magnetized hers from her first conscious thought.

Sister Madeleva went to England in 1933 where she did graduate 

study at Oxford. There, she studied under a man whom she described
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as "having the most fascinating mind I have ever known," C. S. Lewis.

Adding to her liberal education were extensive travels in 

Europe, the Holy Land, and America, knowledge of which we shall see 

reflected strongly in her poetry. Honors and distinctions have been 

numerous. She has received Honorary Litt. D.'s from Manhattan 

College, New York, Mount Mary College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the 

University of Notre Dame, Manhattanville College, New York, Indiana 

University, and Creighton University.
In 1939, she was awarded a gold medal by the National Poetry 

Center of the New York World’s Pair for the best poem submitted by 

a mid-western poet. It was entitled, "Snowstorm." 19^8 saw her as 

the recipient of the Sienna Medal as the Catholic woman who has made 

a distinctive contribution to Catholic life in the United States.

The Women's International Institute awarded her the medallion as 

Woman of Achievement for 1950.
Fourteen published books and many articles bear her name.

She is a member of seventeen literary, educational, and civic societies. 

A charter member of the Catholic Poetry Society of America, she served 

as its President from 1 9 ^  - 19^8. She is also a charter member of 

the Mediaeval Academy of America, a life member of the Poetry Society 

of London, chairman of the Catholic Commission on Intellectual and 

Cultural Affairs and an honorary member of Delta Kappa Gamma, nation

al honor society in education.

Few persons not professionally given to Nature study, I venture 

to say, know Nature so intimately as she does--not Nature as mere
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physical phenomena, hut Nature that sings forth forever with color, 

delicacy, miracle, and freshness the glory of its Maker. She loves 

flowers, she loves birds; the loving precision of detail relating to 

them in her poems must tell us that.

She likes Nature less as found in formal gardens than Nature 

of a wilder variety. For Sister admits not only to being a good 

hiker but has, of all hobbies for a nun, that of mountain climbing.

These then are the educational tools which she has used to 

fashion her art. They are a finely wrought, precise set of imple

ments in the hands of a master craftsman.
"The first things that I did that eventuated in anything 

like a literary product were verses. Those I did as class exercises 

at college, here at Saint Mary's, then in the novitiate as exercises 
that were assigned to me for various feast days, such as Christmas,

Easter, Pentecost, and the like. Then after that, I did some essays.
\ It is interesting to note that during the formative, search

ing years of her youth her talent for writing was not freed for ex
pression until she herself was freed from her disquieting quest.

Once she had found the answer to "What does God want me to do?" and 

set her feet in the path of a novice in the Holy Cross Order, she 

started to write.

One could readily say that Sister M. Madeleva is a perfec

tionist. As previously noted, the seeds of discontent with anything 

short of perfection were sown at a very early age in Eva Wolff.
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Perhaps her life-long search commenced vith a little girl 
proudly rushing home from school to show her mother some excellent 

grade only to receive a noncommital, "What else to expect, Eva?" 

Perhaps it began vhen the little girl fell in love with the wondrous 

perfections she found in all Nature as she played in the beautiful 

Wisconsin woods?

Or perhaps it was only the identical seeking which lies deep 

in each of us, intensified a thousand-fold in this woman who would 

settle for none but the perfect Love--none but the perfect Lover,

God Himself.

As one finds in her poetry a constant striving after sublime 
thought, exact shading of meaning, adherence to ideal form, one also 
discovers in her everyday living a relentless search for perfection.

Both from her own remarks and from the words of people who 

work with her, it is clear that whatever task she attempts, be it 
writing, lecturing, administrative work, it is done to the very peak 

of her abilities— a high peak to most onlookers, but only the first 
plateau of a towering Alp to her.

"I think that I have never done anything well enough.

When I finish anything I’m sure that I just know enough to begin 

it.... I know that I have done it as well as I can do it, at that 

time. My having done that is only a preparation for my doing it 

really well."

One of Sister Madeleva’s favorite themes in her poetry is 

death, a fact seeming to indicate her yearning for the only door
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that will open to ultimate perfection.

It is a truism, of course, that love and death are the twin 

themes of most lyric poets and Sister Madeleva is as intense a lyri

cist as lives today. Then, too, writers do not merely write to 
express themselves; they also write to be read. Thoughtful people 

are well aware, as Lucretius and Gray have already pointed out, that 

we are all on a march toward death. Accordingly, her subject matter 

strikes a note of interest for many persons.

"Now, that means to say," she explained to me, "that I have 
written with economy. I have never allowed myself the luxury of 

writing for writing's sake. I have always made my verse earn its 

own living."

Not strange either is her first choice of markets for her
works.

"I have submitted practically everything I have ever written 

to magazines and I began submitting verses to secular magazines 

because I had heard so much of the prejudices against Catholic 

writers. I thought that the public was a little fairer minded than 

that. If Catholics could not get their work publishedtit was because 

their work wasn't good enough."

Sister Madeleva proved this point when such publications as 

Saturday Review of Literature, Poetry Review of London, and The 

New York Times accepted her work. * I

"I had almost forgotten but really, the very first thing

I wrote, "A Song For A Man," I submitted to the Bookman. It's out
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of existence now, but it was a very good magazine."

Whether talking about her childhood or these first verses, 

her slightly nasal voice is low and deliberate. It seems as if her 

eminently logical mind thinks in full paragraphs instead of single 
sentences. Perhaps this could be attributed to the disciplines one 

learns in writing poetry, but some of it comes from a long way back 
and is connected with the orderly, systematic German home of her 

youth.

"There is not a better discipline than the writing of verse,

the writing of poetry. It requires an absolute economy of words. 

First of all, one has to have something very succinct and very 

specific to say and one has to say it in the fewest possible words. 

I know of no discipline more merciless, more demanding than the 
writing of good verse— even if it doesn’t reach the levels of great 

poetry."
It is encouraging to find a poet dwelling upon the imperative

need for discipline. The very word implies a certain amount of 

deliberate self-sacrifice which, in our pleasure-loving age, is •un

common. Too, discipline calls for continuous effort in a given 

channel: one could never confuse it with that rash and frenetic 

courage which leads to desperate gestures one day and a lapse into 

indifference upon another. Knowing the value of discipline is a 
characteristic of great leaders like Xenophon. "Good discipline is 

a necessity," the Greek soldier once wrote, "for the lack of dis

cipline has destroyed many."
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Noting that Sister Madeleva constantly refers to her poetic 

"works as verse (a modest oversimplification), she was asked how she 
distinguished poetry from verse.

"Well, the subject matter, in great part determines the 

magnitude of your work. Then, of course, the competence with which 
one has treated the matter also distinguishes verse from poetry.

One takes Bnily Dickinson's little quatrains. She wrote scarcely 

any poem that was longer than fifty lines. All of her poems are 

real masterpieces. They are miniatures but they are perfect min

iatures and the subject matter is metaphysical. She treats the 

great universals. If one can deal with a subject of universal 
content in four lines...."

"Sister, you have written many of these..."

"Yes, they are hard to write. It is much easier to spread 

oneself over forty lines than to condense oneself into four lines.

So, there you have that element of discipline, of completely con

trolled technique. I'm sure that if I got nothing out of writing 
verse but that training in thinking and in speaking I would still 

have gone to a good school. There is no other form that puts those 
demands on you."

"Isn't it true that you were interested in mathematics, 

much more so than English?"

"Yes, yes, I was because I had had such an unhappy experience 

in English in high school and also when I was a freshman at the
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The unhappy experience proved to he a dull and ponderous 

English teacher in high school who succeeded in obscuring meaning 

and disregarding beauty. The pupils' retaliation (Eva among them) 

was to make a pact to studiously avoid looking at his face while he 

lectured and to concentrate on his high top shoes. It seems he had 

an unhappy experience, too.
Observing the preciseness of mathematics and poetry, and 

bearing in mind also some of the affinities between mathematics and 

music, I asked if she considered poetry and mathematics closely 

allied. One considers this question difficult to appraise since 

accuracy is by no means the only requisite for the poet.
She replied, "Yes, very closely. My reason for liking math

ematics was that I knew when I had the right answer, and no teacher 

could tell me when I had a perfect sentence. I approximated it.

Now I know without having a mathematical measurement when my sen

tence is good and when it is bad. But I've learned that through long 

experience and through long use of words. Then, of course, math
ematics itself gets into the area of the nebulous when you get into 

the area in which poetry operates."
Again, there is sound evidence of her early love for exact

ness, for perfection, whether it be in a science or an art, and always 

she stresses the need for discipline.

"For true literary discipline one must be merciless with one
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self. One must be willing to throw away the most cherished noun or
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adjective or metaphor or simile if it interferes with the achieve

ment of one's expression or if it clouds one's thought. One can't 

love one's words just for the sake of the words if they don't serve 

the meaning."

Her belief in discipline extends into the other areas of 

living, not solely the literary. Just as she places merciless 

demands upon herself she is quick to admit that she sometimes ex

pects much from others.

"I still have difficulty in this day and age of expecting 

others to stand a little longer than they find comfortable, of 

kneeling without padded benches, etc."

She frankly prefers the austerity of the life she knew as 

a child to our softer modern living, but that does not mean to say 
that she is a person who lives in the past. Far, far from it. Her 

goals, her dreams are in the future— for in the future alone lies 
her cherished vision of Perfection.

"tty aims in writing," Sister Madeleva continued, "have 

always been to meet the emergency or the exigency of the present 

moment. I have never had time to write for the sake of writing. I 
have had to meet the demands of classwork, of requests from the 

public, of appointments or engagements for lectures throughout the 

United States and Canada. In preparing for these appointments or 

assignments, I have written my text which would be used ultimately 

for publication. When one accepts an invitation to lecture, one 

tacitly promises that the manuscript can be used for publication.
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So, out of these engagements, which are very numerous, I've accumu
lated a very large body of manuscripts that are left over, because 

I always keep a carbon. That is something one learns to do very, 
very early."

She speaks of writing in general. The question is inevitable: 
what of her specific aims in writing poetry? She lays claims to no 

specific purpose. In fact, she says without a trace of false modesty: 
"It is a great surprise to me to be considered a poet. I can never 
bring myself to talk of myself as a poet."

If her aims in writing are to meet "the exigency of the 

moment," then it must be concluded that her poetry, being subjective 

writing, meets the emotional exigency of the moment: just as her 

objective writing, the critical and the expository, meets the in
tellectual need.

She continued: "Apart from that, my purpose has been to 

illuminate truth as far as I have seen truth, as far as I have ex

perienced it in teaching, in reading, and in thinking."

This approach is reminiscent of a shrewd French stylist,
J. K. Huysman who wrote: "I write what I see, what I feel, what I 
believe, and I write it as well as I can. That is all."'*'

An intellectual belief that is warm and ardent in her atti

tude to poetry and one that explains much of its lyric purity relates 

to the sixth beatitude, "Blessed are the clean of heart, for they 

shall see God." Sister Madeleva holds this beatitude to be one of 

the most important requisites for the composition of true poetry. 1

1 J. K. Huysmans, Against the Grain (New York: The Modern 
Library, 1930), p. 11.
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"If one were to violate the cleanness of his own mind, he 

could put words together, hut he could never write poetry."

Considering that the models she uses for writing are indic
ative of her thinking, I asked what they might be.

"I’m quite sure that the models I have used are these 

three: The Bible, the Oxford Dictionary and seed catalogues."

When she saw my bemused expression she laughed.

"Wow, that sounds very facetious, but I gave that answer to 

a student in the corridor who asked me one day, 'Sister, what do 

you read in order to write?' Then, in order to explain and justify 
my answer, I said these are the words of God, and the words of man, 

and the words of nature. If you just apply this without trying to 

be smart you'll find you have a very rich storehouse."
She continued to elaborate about her models:

"I can always take the Bible as a text in style, aside from 

being the word of God. It is a library in historical, biographical, 

critical writing, the essay form, the short story form, the epic, 

poetic writing. So, you have a very copious and a very rich library, 

not to speak of the wonderful epistolary body in the letters in the 
Wew Testament. There, of course, you get something quite beyond the 

Oxford Dictionary and the seed catalogues."

Her love of the dictionary and of words is no shallow 

vocabulary study.

"I love words because I love the Word. The first meeting 

of any class of mine is devoted to the beginning of the Gospel
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according to Saint John, 'In the beginning vas the Word..'"

Her knowledge and love of the Bible, particularly the Old 

Testament, has been the basis for many of her poems. Her intense 

love of Nature draws her to the seed catalogues. Though disappoint

ed amateur gardeners may hold that seed catalogues are a snare and 

a delusion, the richly colored illustrations and the confident prom

ises in the text are enough to excite many a beholder. And one 

should not forget that this woman was born and raised in a small town. 

There, gardening was standard practice. It was not done for amuse
ment, but for sheer pragmatic reasons: a good garden furnished 

plentiful and inexpensive food for a family during several months 

of the year. And, though Sister Madeleva is a poet, she is a very 
pragmatic person as well.

She has definite views on reading--reading wisely and well 

being her prerequisite for good writing.

"My literary equipment for writing has been reading rather 

widely and reading economically, eclectically. When I was eighteen 

years of age, I realized that I would not be able to read all of the 

books in the world. So, I made a list of all those books I could 

least afford not to know. The list has changed many times and is 

still growing but I am still being economical in my time."

Extended time for reading or writing has never been granted 

her: always there are the pressures of her executive role. She 

does not keep a notebook--she doesn't have the time. Ideas come to 

her at random: on a trip, on a hike between appointments, in the
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corridors. Of the little leisure granted her she comments lightly:

"I have never been fortunate enough to break a leg or to 

have a long illness. Like Housman, who got inspiration while shaving, 

I have to pick up my promptings at odd moments rather than by cul

tivating the muse."

Her tendency to be somewhat on the defensive is revealed by 

her next remarks:

"Vhen anybody asks me, "Have you read The Green Hat" or 

something modern, I answer with an English teacher of mine, 'Ho, 
have you read Boswell's Life of Johnson?' I'm not abashed not to 
have read up to the minute."

It is interesting to note that she feels obliged to toss 

the ball back to her interrogator. It is a gesture that would seem 
to indicate an underyling insecurity. Instead of answering with a 

simple "no," she feels the need to defend her position.

"I've read all of the Bible. I've read a good deal of Plato 

and Socrates. I've read all of Dante, all of Chaucer and I have 

read all of Shakespeare. I don't feel too impoverished in not having 

read what has been written since then. Then again, when people ask 
me if I have read a new book, or a Book-of-the Month, I tell them 

that if it was written before the fourteenth century I may have read 

it and if it was written after I probably haven't. One of the sat

isfactions of being interested in the Middle Ages is that they are 

past and that they are concluded. One can really get around them.

I can read anything that has been written in old and middle English
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and. I have read pretty much. So, I do have a possession of these 

two eras of English literature and that is rather a fair start."

Apparently she does not care for the imperfections, the in

security, or the unknown factors implied in unfinished eras, whether 
a historical period, or an inconclusive segment of earthly life. 

Perhaps this is testimony to her intense femininity, since a desire 

for security is one of the most dominant of woman's urges. Carry

ing this line of logic a little farther, one might believe that only 

in union with God is the uttermost security reached, and it is clear 

from her poetry that such union is the wish of her life.

She loves the literature of old and middle English because 
she can view it from all sides. She prefers the Old Testament to 

the New for the same reason. She longs for death: earthly life 
will be concluded, and she shall be able to assess it in its entirety.

Her accomplishments are no great source of satisfaction to

her.

Study even cursorily any of her lyrics and one will know that 
she considers poetry intrinsically a discipline.

Thus, here are the "parts" of our poet: her attitudes, her 

beliefs, her guides for her writing. These are the petals, the stems, 

the stamens of her flower. Separately, unrelated they are little or 

nothing. But joined with deft artistry, painted with delicate or 

vivid hues, the "parts" become breath-taking beauty for every 

sympathetic and intelligent reader.



CHAPTER III

POETIC PHILOSOPHY

"Well, now, I have a lot of verses on nature. Wow, this is 

something about my philosophy, —  if you want to know that— that one 

sees God everywhere. This morning I came in from a walk. I had 

been out after breakfast and I met Sister Marie Pieta and I said,

’God and I have been out walking together’ or something of that sort. 

But the presence of God is very palpable I think and if we banish it, 

if we crowd it out, if we overwhelm it with distractions, we are 

robbing ourselves frightfully, you know, but that we do."

She warmed to the topic and with mounting excitement it was 

the educator, more than the poet speaking.

"Of course that's the very devil's device, you see, to bring 

in all this noise, (one is instantly reminded of C. S. Lewis' The 

Screwtape Letters in which hell is a place of unspeakable hideous 

noise) all this activity, all of this preoccupation in the name of 

advancement of education."

She became vehement.

"And, of course, we crowd every minute with TV or radio—

- 3^ -
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things claiming to have educational value! There are educational 

potentials, hut they don't get through to values many times because 

the things that come in on these avenues are not education."

Distractions have never served art or any creative thinking 

and perhaps the present paucity of artistic masterpieces might be 

well attributed to "the devil's device." Here is a voice crying 

out in a mechanized -wilderness.
Curious as to her seeing God more in things than in persons 

(this seems to hold true for many of the artistically gifted) I 

commented that I found it to be the reverse— much to my further 

embarras sment.
"Oh, yes,— yes, people are the best mirrors and I have a 

little spiritual reading book which says, 'How have I obscured the 

image of God in myself?' I mean, how have I made it difficult for 

people to see God in me? Well, you see, you are on a better level 

than I am, you see."

I had not meant to be impertinent and she went on over my 

protests.
"Well, that is true. I am very interested in ideas. I'm 

interested in ideas and then if I get bogged down with people, you 

see, the ideas get crowded out in the human setup...but nature 

represents a sort of an oasis for me."

I nodded acknowledgment of nature's therapeutic values, and

she explained further.
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"I am reading a very wonderful book now, a very tiny book 
on the Living God— it's by Monsignor— oh, what's his name— he wrote 

The Lord (Guardini) well, at any rate he says that God loves nature 

very, very much. Now, this little sonnet about mirrors...."

MIRRORS

I seek you always. Have I never seen you?

Let's ask if any bird has seen the air,

Or flower the light, though these are everywhere.

Choose any veil you will. Set it between you 

And my beholding. Know it shall not screen you 
From me. What occult vestures you may wear,

Too dread or dull or difficult to bear,

Are mirrors meaning naught unless they mean you.

Is beauty something I cannot discover?
Is truth a thing that only children know?

Are you not mine who are the whole world's lover?

Can I not find you in all winds that blow,
In the wild loneliness of lark and plover,

In slender shadow trees upon the snow?

Her magnetic attachment for Beauty expresses itself in the 
other areas of her life, aside from her poetry. The Supreme man
ifestation is the magnificent Fine Arts Center, Moreau Hall, erected 

on the campus in 1955- Long a dream of the Holy Cross Sisters, the 

home of Beauty became a reality under Sister Madeleva's leadership.



It consists of O'Laughlin Auditorium which will seat an audience of 

1,350 before a stage fifty by one hundred feet; a Little Theatre that 

seats 285 persons; the largest section contains Ilk rooms in vhich 

are taught music, voice, speech, ceramics, sculpture, painting, 

graphic arts, pattern design, costuming, art history, and other of 
the liberal and fine arts.

Chandler Cowles, general manager of the NBC Opera Company 

says of O'Laughlin Auditorium: "It seems that here at Saint Mary's 
every physical, technical, and atmospheric facility is available to 

the creative artist. I refer to a supercharged and almost electric 

vitality that radiates from the devotion of the promoters of this 

new Center. We have nothing like it back East. I have seen or heard 
of nothing like it anywhere.

"Music lovers know how completely the social and cultural 

life of Northern Italy radiates from the La Scala Opera House. In 

the future, the beautiful new Arts Center of Saint Mary's will assume 

a similar position in the lives of the people of its own area. In

deed, for the entire mid-western section of the United States."

When the cornerstone for the Fine Arts Center was laid 

November 12, 1955  ̂Helen Hayes put a trowel of mortar on the stone 
that bears the inscription, "Art Is the Signature of Man— Chesterton." 

One might add that Moreau Hall bears the signature of its strongest 
builder, Sister M. Madeleva.

When Life magazine did a picture story about her (June 8,
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1957) it quoted her as saying in regard to the new Fine Art Center:
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"We have gone tvo million dollars in debt, but it is a good debt 
because it is for beauty."

As she explains her philosophy about the building, one can 
transfer her thinking to her poetry.

"Beauty is one of the three attributes under vhich ve can 

know and see God most clearly. We think of God in terms of Truth, 
Goodness, and Beauty.

"It is not easy for us to arrive at Truth. We are so filled 
with fallibility and crowded with prejudices. We have such incom

plete knowledge that we are limited in our grasp of truth.

"The Good is not always easy for us to accept. Often things 

that are not so good glow with such attraction. We have a knack 
for resisting goodness.

"But Beauty is one aspect of God that is irresistible. Beauty 

is God's visibility. We can 'see' it in a way we cannot see Truth 
and Goodness. That is why beauty is so important."

Many a reader finds the beauty inherent in a number of her 
poems irresistible.

In earlier conversation she had mentioned an idea that has 
fascinated her for some time— an idea that she has not had the time 

to work into a poem. It concerns the body and the soul.

"It's a very profound idea. One of the most profound and 

most difficult in the spiritual life. And, of course, Coventry 

Patmore has written along those same lines in more modern poems.

The Canticle of Canticles in the Old Testament is the supreme
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expression of that and I have used that idea in "The King’s Secret." 

I have a sequence here in vhich the soul speaks to the body and ray 

soul says to my body,

'The King's secret is a great secret, and she is 
too little to share,

Sweet sister, my Body, so timid and fragile to 
bear it;

For she has a lover--the child!— to think of 
it only

At first will affright her; will leave her all 
wistful and lovely and lonely!'

There you get the idea of hov the body would feel. Suppos

ing now I would say to you, 'You know God is coming here into the 

room in a minute in visible form.*"

My reaction made her laugh. Then she grew serious again.

"Yes, we would be terrified, you see. And we would be lost. 

We wouldn't know what to say. So, that my soul knows about this 

love of God before my body does because my body hasn't rationality, 

you see, or hasn't intelligence. So, my soul has to tell my body 
this. And this love of God for the whole me is going to involve my 

body as well as my soul. So then my soul tells my body and then my 

body soliloquizes and asks how it can prepare itself and the body 

says:
'Who speaks of bridal bed and nuptial splendor

Waiting the royal Bridegroom and His spouse?

These cannot match the innocent couch I tender

The King Who comes to rest within my house.
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0 blessed nothingness, "whence I am able 

To furnish forth my Love this little room;

A little bed, a little chair, a table,

A candle's halo in the shining gloom.'

"Now, you know, Marge, that's the typical nun's cell."

'There should be flowers where the King reposes,

With subtle fragrance to beguile His rest;
1 place, for bridal lilies, bridal roses,

My white, unfolded self upon His breast!'

"So, that's what the body gives to God, you see. And then the Soul 

says:

'Winter is in Your heart, You say, and birds have 
flown

And flowers are withering;

Sweet, may a shy girl bring

To You, her Love, her garden's only own

Darlings from lands where it is always spring?

Three flowers I pluck for you:

This red rose of my lips, warm with the south;

See how it trembles and rests

Upon the hungry kiss of Your uplifted mouth
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Against whose drought

I press,

In mute abandonment beyond caress,

These other two

Pale, passionate, beautiful blossoms of my breasts.

How is my garden ravaged utterly;

Let be!

Winter is over and gone; a few birds sing

Within Your heart--and in my arms is spring.'

"Well, it's pretty much the terminology of the Canticle of 

Canticles. I take the achieved love, you see, the complete surrender 
of the Body and Soul to the love of God, because God never forces 

Himself upon anyone. He leaves one completely free to accept His 

love or not and we just do not always understand what we are accept
ing, nobody does."

I could agree on this.

"As we grow in the experience of acceptance we become more 

and more acquainted with the contents of acceptance. That's true in 

marriage. Wo boy and girl know what they are entering into, but they 

know as much as they can understand and that with time and with under

standing grow increased acceptance."

"Or," I added, "if there isn’t acceptance, there's tragedy." 

"Yes, that's right. So what follows that is "As One Finding

Peace.
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"As One Finding Peace" is the fifth and concluding ode in 

"The King's Secret," which she thinks she wrote about 1930, and still 
she would like to enlarge upon this idea of the union of the soul 
and body in the sequence above referred to.

"This I did in the 20's, 'The Swimmer.' You see, that's a 

part of the same idea. I was in California, on the beach at Carmel.
I couldn't resist the beautiful water, and while running down the 

beach I slipped and turned my ankle. I went ahead and swam anyway, 

but that night I was awake with a very painful ankle. So, this was 

the result:

"THE SWIMMER"
Afraid? Of you, strong proxy lover, you, God's sea?
I give you my small self ecstatically,

To be caught, held, or buffeted; to rest

Heart to your heart, and breast to breathing breast;
To know on arms and cheeks, on brow and lips the bliss,
The stinging madness of one infinite kiss;

Daring your most exquisite alarms
In the safe compass of the everlasting arms.

"You know, I think the things I have written about Death 

are very comforting to people who have had bereavement. I've talked 
before many groups, as you notice, and especially during the wars. 

I've read these verses. I always say quite gayly that I want to 

popularize Death and everybody just sort of shuts the door on that
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idea and vould like to dismiss the subject. But I think, for instance, 

these little poems, written after the hoku form are...."

I wanted to know just what the hoku form was. She explained.

"The hoku form is a Japanese form of verse. It’s a three- 

line stanza and it must be complete in three lines. The title must 

be intrinsic, it must be essential to the poem, it must be philo

sophic in content and it is limited in subject matter to, oh, to 

very few subjects. It was interesting that I learned this form 

from a Mormon professor who had been a teacher at a Mormon mission 

in Japan for years.

"Yes, he was at the University of Utah. He used to come up 
(to Saint Mary of the Wasatch), and lecture us on history and on 

literature. He talked about the literature of the Orient and, of 

course, about this particular poem form. Wow, for instance, I have 

"The Cherry Tree." The cherry tree speaks:

The world is filled with you!

From what besides Your beauty could I have 
fashioned flower-buds?

Tomorrow You shall have cherry-blossoms, my Maker.

"You see, it*s so complete--there's nothing more to say.

Then, this is "Opinion."

If all the sky should quiver into pinions,

And all the air should tinkle into silver singing,

The earth would still have need, I think, for bluebirds.
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When I commented that they were a little like a lyrical telegram—  

an important message conveyed in the fewest possible words, she 
laughed.

"Now, I think these are very good. These are concerning 

death. I mean the idea is essentially right.

I ASK MY TEACHERS
Why do you wrap your wisdom in a multitude of 

words?

My master, Death, who will enlighten me completely 
and forever,

Employs no speech at all.

"And then this one--,The Day No Letter Comes."'

The day you do not write and silence follows, to 
be broken only by my life's end, I

I shall know that you have not forgotten, that 
now you love me perfectly,

For I shall understand that you are dead.

In trying to determine Sister Madeleva's poetic philosophy, 

we took little interesting side excursions in the course of our 

discussion which, at times, were revealing and which point up 

indirectly her entire philosophy about literature in general. In 

reply to the query, "Have you ever tried fiction?" she answered:
"No, I haven't. Nothing beyond such a thing as 'Lucy 

Rehearses Her Funeral' which is just a little anecdote, a little 

chronicle. I think I haven't a taste for fiction and I have a better
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natural critical ability. So, again, the exigencies of time are 

upon me. I have to do what I can do in the shortest time. I have 
done little stories for children. I have done little plays. We’ve 

used them and one of them at least is published in the Ave Maria 

Press. It has been used many times but it’s utterly simple and has 

no technique, no craft in it at all, you know."

Knowing this not to be so, I protested.

"No, that’s true. I am a critic, even of my own work. I 

know what it's worth."
As every writer's creative processes differ in details, if 

not in essence, it is interesting to hear her description of the 

period of time before the birth of a poem.

"Well, yes, it is a gestation and I think that is perhaps 
the best way to describe it, too. Now, the other day I had a very, 

very severe headache and I really had to stay in bed about a day and 

a half. I began thinking when I went to bed about an idea and I 
wondered what would happen to it. At the end of the second day I 

had a Christmas poem— one for this coming Christmas. I think there's 

about thirty lines, twenty-five or thirty lines— very, very short 

lines."
This poem was received by each alumna as a Christmas card

in 1957-
"Now, I might be living with an idea for three or four months 

and not ever sit down to do anything about it. Some ideas I can,

I do take care of in a week. If I have a cold, you see, and have
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to tie in bed for a couple of days, undisturbed, I can usually get 

the thing in order in that length of time. Now, these are two 

ballades which I had never tried before."

"You mean, Sister, the one on 'Eschatology?*"

"Yes, and the 'Queen of the World.' I had never tried this 

form at all and I was down in Hot Springs, Arkansas. I took with 

me down there the poems of Gilbert Chesterton. Although I've read 

and read and read them, I wanted them for company and what else did 
I take? Oh, yes I took 'Moby Dick.' Although I was perfectly well 

when I started down there I woke up in the morning so sick that I 

couldn't go to Mass and it was Sunday morning. I was just really 

sick and in that time, that two weeks, I wrote these two ballades."
Unfortunately, it seems almost always to require an illness 

for her to find the time to compose her poems. So limited is her 

leisure, that it is remarkable that her poetic output has been as 

abundant as it is. She startled me somewhat with her next remark.

She commented that during that time in Arkansas she had read 

Moby Dick and several other fairly long books.

"I'm an unconscientious reader, you know. I skip every other
page."

To my astonished "Really?" she smiled.

"I really do. I read perhaps the first one hundred pages 

carefully and by that time I know what the writer is trying to say 

and I know what his style is. I know what his object is and after 

that if I skip every other page I scarcely miss a thing. You might
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be interested, in trying it. I would forget much in ’Moby Dick’ 

anyway. Why should I travel all those miles across the pages when 

what I want is the essence of the book. Try it. You’ll save your

self a lot of time and unnecessary reading and you won’t miss the 

beauty."
Perhaps I looked a little dubious when I asked, "Why?"

"Well, I just had to do it because I couldn't read every

thing that I wanted to, in a sense. For instance, Dickens. I 

wanted to be familiar with Dickens, Thackeray, with George Eliot.

I didn't care to read every word and by the time you get to be 

thirty-five you know enough not to have to fill your mind with all 

of that. Well, that has been my procedure and with no time for 

reading, no leisure for reading at all, I've managed to take the 

tops off a good many things. With this severe electicism, too, of 

reading only the things I can least afford not to know, I keep 

within the area of my own field and keep rather an intelligent 

understanding of them. I can realize that from the fact when I go 

out to conventions I know what other people are talking about, you 

know. But if I were stagnating that wouldn't be so--even with the 
little time I have to read. You see, we Sisters have to lead a 

religious life, we have to lead a human life, we have to lead a 

professional life, and most people have only two of these to fulfill. 

Now, since I have been twenty years old I have been writing verse 

under these varying conditions and with growing maturity and a grow

ing sense of what goes into verse and with the varying choice of
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subject matter, too. But one becomes a little more objective I 

think as one gets older and less emotional— although emotion is the 
essential thing in poetry, you see, and if you don't have that, you 

just don't have a poem no matter what other perfections you have."

The educator again forgot the poet as she went on.

"It would be foolish for me to try to achieve anything in 

fiction, I have so slight a taste for it. And I have so many 

reasons for writing essays of various kinds."

"Because of the tie-in with your educational work?"
"Yes, I've had to confine my prose writing to the essay type 

and critical writing and then, of course, my recent writings have 

been pretty much in the field of education, although I don't like 

the word education, in a professional sense I think it's been pretty 

limited. It has been dried out with the professionalism of teacher

training and methods and all of that. I like to think of the growth 

and development of one's own mind and one's own acquaintance with 

truth; one's continually falling in love with truth in more and more 

areas as one comes to meet and know the world. The business of 

sitting down to a class in education which simply puts down a form 

and a pattern into which every little mind and every bigger mind 

must fall--that I think, is very, very devastating."

When asked which, in her estimate, she considered to be her 

finest lyrical poem, she said, "I think one of the most concrete 

and most full of implications is "Riddles." That may not be the 

prettiest poem--I think it is a good poem."
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Thumbing through the book until I located "Riddles One, Two, 

and Three," Sister scanned it hastily refreshing her memory.

"You see this "Riddles" comes out of the Old and the New 

Testament and out of medieval literature. It’s a— really it’s an 

intellectual poem. It's paradoxes."

She read it in her gently deliberate manner.

RIDDLES ONE, TWO, AND THREE 

My lover is a fool more wise 
Than Solomon;

My lover is a bird that flies 

Into the sun.

He is a lighted lamp, my love,

A midnight cry,
A mortal worm that died to prove 

He could not die.

My lover is a cedar tree 
With branches spread;

A sweet and bitter fruit is he,

Alive and dead.

My lover is a quiet rain 

Palling on fleece;

My lover is or endless pain

Or endless peace.
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Or sometime an instinctive mole
Breaking the clod;

My lover is a thief who stole
The name of God.

For a while, I sat silently. Then I said, "Sister, I don't 

believe I fully understand "A sweet and bitter fruit is he, Alive 
and dead."

"Well, Marge, if you accept Christ on the cross and the 
suffering...."

"That would be the bitter part."

"Yes. You see His mother had the bitterness of Calvary; she 

had the sweetness of His life; she had the bitterness of His death, 
and— what goes before that?"

"My lover is a cedar tree

With branches spread;"

"Yes, you see then if you take the idea of a tree, it has 

fruit. Although a cedar tree has fruit, too, we never eat the fruit 

of a cedar tree. But that figure is taken out of the Old Testament, 

you see, and there's the symbol of immortality of evergreens and

Commenting on the lines, "My lover is a fool more wise 

Than Solomon;" she smiled.

"You know those lines are— well, I think I have real daring. 

I really like to say things in a daring way."

This mention of daring sent her into a reminiscent mood.
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"I should have told you, Marge, that as a child I grew up 
on an island. Our town was an island."

Teasingly, I said, "I’ll "bet you climbed the highest tree....

"Yes, but also I was the first girl to be on the ice in the 

winter and the last one off. I was on the ice every winter when 

there was only one boy ahead of me. I'd skate when the ice cracked 

under every stroke but I never got my feet wet. I never broke 

through the ice— ever. Although I would skate at the end of the 
season until the ice was just rubber under my skates. Yes, there 

was that and when I was the only girl I knew of who could swim across 

the lake."

"I would swim half way across and back because I didn't want 

to swim across and have to row back. I knew I couldn't swim that 
far and, of course, we didn't have these champion swimming matches 

in those days. But always, I had almost no experience of fear.
Now I sleep here in this house (Le Mans Ball) all alone on the first 

floor and my door and windows are always unlocked but I never give 

it a thought."

On one occasion, while visiting relatives at a lake cottage 

in Wisconsin one summer, our poet was irresistibly drawn to the 

sparkling, clear water. But a problem arose. No one had a suit to 

fit her. Undaunted, she spied a suit hanging on the neighbor's 

clothes^ line. Permission was given (not ecclesiastical) for its 

use and Sister M. Madeleva had a glorious swim— in the latest style

bright red swimming suit.
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But “back to her estimates of her own poems.

”1 think that 'To A Very Old Harness Maker' is a good poem. 

It's like a Holbein. It's like a Dutch interior with all the little 

details."
I share her liking for this sonnet which she wrote as her 

father's obituary. He died at the age of ninety-six and it is 

obvious from the very way she mentions his name that their love was 

deep and strong.

She listened to the reading of this. When it was concluded 

neither of us had a cold but our eyes might have looked as if we did.

TO A VERY OLD HARNESS-MAKER 

(My Father)

Here are your harness shop, your world of leather,
Collar and hames and harness on the wall,

Summer-brown farmers come to town in fall,

Or stamping snowy boots in winter weather;

Here are your art of putting straps together,

Stitching-horse, needled wax-threads, accurate awl,

Your delicate ear, quick to the first bird's call,

Your delicate eye, quick to its moulted feather.

Here at your desk the day's accounts are ended,

Your world resolved upon, your gardens planned,

Your simple earnings totaled or expended,

Leather goods bought and sold, poetry scanned.
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Here I remember you, smiling and quaintly splendid,

A gathered moss rose in your wax-brown hand.

"It is a homely subject, a very homely subject, with all the 

loose straps and the boots, and the details are very, very homely." 

And her voice and gaze trailed off.
"I think ’Penelope' is a good poem."

Using the heroine of Greek mythology who 'wove her web of 

delay' she finds an analogous situation in weaving the fabric of her 

own life. Here you will hear the achingly passionate cry of a woman 

in love with Love.

PENELOPE

Penelope never has raveled as I have raveled;

She never has fashioned the fabrics that I have spun;

And neither her heart nor her lover has traveled as 

mine has traveled

Under the sun.

Her web of delay, deliberate, passionate, splendid,

Was tense with allurement, I doubt not; was wet with 

tears;

But love found it raveled, unfinished--a burial robe-- 

and ended

Those piteous years.



My fingers ran wildly through warps of bewildering 
wonder,

Or dream over woof of caught silence or sudden song;
They tighten on patterns of laughter or fear that is 

stricken thunder!--

0 Love, how long?

Is it naught that I pause in my web as yon suitor woos 

me;

That I ravel at night with regret the design of day;
That Loneliness sickens, grief dazes, and doubt pursues 

me

With You away?

With a lifetime of years do I lash myself to You and 

bind you,

Do I dare all the seas of the world without compass 

or star;
Past the lands of Calypso and Circe and Scylla I 

seek You and find You,

Be it never so far!

So I fare on the deific pathway my Love has traveled
As I fashion the web that Penelope could not have 

spun,

And ravel the heavenly robe of delay that she could
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not have raveled

Under the sun.

Later, we shall see what professional critics think of 

Sister Madeleva's selection of her best poems. One can read book 

after book examining technique, style, influences of a certain 

artist's paintings, but unless we actually see these paintings our

selves and feel the impact of their beauty, we are lost in a 

meaningless maze of analysis.

"I think one of my favorite themes, well, my great pre
occupation is death."

It dominates the majority of her intellectual verse.

"Suppose I talk to you about 'Details For My Burial.'

I was in the hospital in Salt Lake City and while there I busied 

myself with verse. That is my ordinary occupation while I am in a 

hospital or in isolation for a cold or anything of that sort. Now 

the doctor came in this morning and said, 'How are you?' I said, 

'Well, I'm fine. I've written a sonnet.' 'Oh' he said, 'Let's 

see it,' and I handed him the manuscript with the title 'Details 

For My Burial.'
I exploded with laughter visualizing the chagrined doctor's

face.

"He grinned, or rather grunted, you know, read it and handed 

it back to me and went out. I recovered and he said I didn't have 

to realize the 'Details For My Burial' at that moment."
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DETAILS FOR MY BURIAL 

As for the matter of my burial,
It follows hard the golden day I die;

There needs but a small grave where I may lie,

Cut in the snow's white peace I love so well,
Or sweetened with young rain,--one cannot tell-- 

But always, always the great, solicitous sky,

The quick, close earth, and all that live thereby.

Dear God, how I desire the consecrate cell!

It holds divine reprieves, immortal pardons 

Whereby my vagabond feet are stricken free;

My fingers busy here with mortal gardens 

May plant and pluck to ultimate ecstasy.

Myself? A heavenly tramp in heavenly Ardens!

Remember, when you dig a grave for me.

"Well, that's the story of, the circumstances around, this 

little sonnet. I might say that I think I do the sonnet rather 

well. At least other critics have said that about my sonnets."

When asked if the sonnet were her favorite form, her reply 

was quickly definite.

"No, it isn't. In fact, I don't like it for the reason that 

it is a restricted form. I'd rather move more freely and for that 

reason I like the ode, which is a formless form. One can make one's 

stanzas as long or short as possible; a stanza can be one line, it
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can be twenty lines and it can rhyme in any way. That, of course,

I like and I enjoy. There are other reasons for my enjoyment of it, 

too. I think one is that there is an ingenuity of sense involved 

there, an ingenuity of form. You see, the sonnet has the form already 

imposed. In the ode, one must make one's form as well as one’s poem 

and there’s a double creative process there. I like something like 
that--I like challenges."

Along this same line of unrestrained writing, of thinking 
she observed:

"Someone has told me, and she is a very good critic, too, 

that she thinks ’Design For A Stream-Lined Sunrise’ is most like me. 

Now, it’s not like my style of writing. You see, it’s metaphysical."

Let’s see if you and I think it "most like her."

DESIGN FOR A STREAM-LINED SUNRISE

If you must draw mere beauty,

Subtend one-third of the whole arc of heaven

With a gray chord of cloud

Stretched from the quick southeast to the still 

dubious west.

Edge all the chord with white, bright, mutable silver.

Draw it on cloudlessness at daybreak,

If you would draw mere beauty.

But you cannot do this

Because the artless air achieved this brief design
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for sunrise.

Once and forever,

Today, at dawn.

And then this long line, cutting with sheer 

simplicity of silver

The breathless, deep-blue arch of the south,
Became, because of my beholding,

Beyond potential beauty, beautiful.

Here, Sister's first love, mathematics, fuses with the 

freedom of unimposed form. Perhaps, the critic has a strong point 

in thinking "Design For A Stream-Lined Sunrise" most like her. 

*'lJow, Marge, I also like 'My Best Dress.'"

MY BEST DRESS

This dress I wear with absolute, heavenly grace.
A hundred gowns I've wished for, asked or hinted; 

A hundred fabrics dreamed of, plain or printed.

But witcheries of linen, lawn and lace

Are mere accessories to these hands, this face,

This body whole, with naught amiss or stinted;

Made of a stuff of clay, divinely minted,

And textured through with life and time and place.
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My mother wove it from her loveliness.

She wished it perfect; she assumed it brave.

Today, which is my life, I wear the dress

With the fierce pride and dignity she gave.

At night will some one take it, please, and bless

And put it neatly for her in my grave?

She expounded on this theme:

"The human body is such a marvelous possession that we don't 

realize that this is a garment that we have been given to wear and 

that if we are careful of our loveliest formals and our mutation 

minks, we surely ought to be careful of this transfigured dust which 

is our bodies. When I say I wear it with absolute heavenly grace,

I mean sanctifying grace."

We both chuckled over the possible misinterpretation of some 

reader thinking she thought of herself a candidate for the Miss 

America Contest.

"You know, there is a rather pretty little story about this, 

'You Ask My Age.' A priest came into my office one day and Sister 
Mary Rita came in. Row she was a young Sister and very pretty. She 

had known this priest as a child, as a girl, but she was very, very 

serious as she said, 'You know, Father, when I was young....' He 

looked down at the pretty little thing and he said, 'How old are 

the angels?' She was a little perplexed and she tried to think of 

an answer and he said, 'You know, we grow young as we approach the
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source of life.' Now, I thought of those two statements very con

siderably. I chewed on them as they say, as cattlemen say that 

cattle chew their cuds— and that really is what the poet does--he 

chews his cud of thought.

"Yes, Marge, that's right, he ruminates. So I ruminated 

upon how old are the angels and then we grow young as we approach 

the source of life. I asked myself, in those terms, how old am I?; 

how far back can I think, not remember, but how far back can I think? 
And I realized that there is no past beyond which I can’t. So, I am 

infinite--potentially infinite and then moving forward I am in the 

same area of infinity. I can never reach the point beyond which I 

cannot say, 'Well, after that, what?’ So, I'm surrounded, I'm 

bounded by two infinites— potentially— although my human existence 

is going to be finite. So, I thought that would make quite a nice 

little statement, you see. So, I entitled this 'You Ask My Age.'"

YOU ASK MY AGE 
I am older than dawn 
And sunset are.

I can think past the light 

Of the oldest star.

The piled up mountains 

And ancient trees,

Timeless rivers

And ageless seas;
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East and west winds,

South and north;

I know the hour

That brought them forth.

How old am I?
As days are told,

The earth is younger 
Than I am old.

Years cannot measure 

Time for me.

Fetch us the clock 

Of infinity.

This is the answer 
If you would know;

From life I come;

To life I go.

■Wherefore I am 

More gladly young 

Than a child not born,

Than a song not sung;

More young than the spring 

Before its birth,
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Than the dreaming life 

In the dreaming earth;

More young than the hosts

Of seraphim
Who sing, "Hosanna,

Elohim."

Older I am 
Than any star 

And younger than 

The angels are.

Tracing the central themes, the recurring ideas, in Sister Madeleva's 

poems gives us more insight into her personality: her beliefs, her 

goals, her frustrations, her warm humanity.

Personality, being the overworked and nebulous term that it 

is, shall be considered here as the sum of the poet's attitudes: 

her attitude towards herself, her attitude towards others, and her 

attitude towards the world about her. All of these we find expressed 
clearly in her poems.

Poetry is the most succinct, the most subjective, and, 

therefore, the most revelatory of its author of any literary forms. 
Poetry is made not only from rare, mysterious, subtle, spiritual, 

abstract, and esoteric experiences but from all and every form of 

human experience. Poetry is always dictated by emotion: sometimes
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it is censored by reason.

Thus what better mirror do we have to see Sister wholly and 

clearly than from the true reflection cast in her poetry?

Instantly the bold daring of this woman who prefers fulfill
ment to abnegation is perceived when she concludes "Protest 
Imperative" with these lines:

"Leave off being the wind! I, your lover, have 
no taste for these:

The prostrate abjection of grass; the futile, the 
impotent power of trees."

Recall the eighteen-year-old girl crying out, "What does God 
want of me?" From the time she was a little girl, her "taste" has 

been not for the worm-like false humility role but for the true 

humility role of recognizing her God-given abilities and returning 
them— well used.

Always there is the attitude of fearless daring, daring all 

for the love of God, even daring Him to elude her!

"With a lifetime of years do I lash myself to You 
and bind You,

Do I dare all the seas of the world without compass 
or star;

Past the lands of Calypso and Circe and Scylla 
I seek You and find You,

Be it never so far!"

Read these lines and see her daring to fight for freedom, 

pleading with her Father much as a headstrong young girl might 

do:
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"It is so very strange that, loving me,

You should ensnare the freedom I find sweet,

Catch in your cunning will my flying feet.
I will not barter love for liberty;

You cannot break and tame me utterly,

For when your careful conquest is complete 

Shall victory be swallowed in defeat.

You hold me only when you set me free.

Because my straight, wild ways are in your power 
Do not believe that I surrender them.

Untrammeled love is all I have to give.

If you would keep it, do not pluck the flower;

Leave it, I beg, unbroken on its stem,
Wild with the wind and weather. Let it live! "

Her loneliness, her dissatisfaction with people who cannot 

fulfill her longing is stated in this single line:

"Never has human love held me in tranquil thrall,

For not to human love does peace belong."

But then as the poem proceeds one realizes that the poem 

is aptly named, "As One Finding Peace":

"What if I be a door, and sealed to all save Him,

Cunningly joined, guarded by flashing cherubim?

I am a door, a wall, a tower of passionate strength
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Around -which multitudinously throng

Wild ecstasies, wild loves, unending blisses,

A God's caresses and a Father's kisses.

Presently let this rapture in profounder rapture 
cease;

A silver bulwark of wrought silence be,

My Father, since that I am come at length,
Captive and free,

Into Your presence as one finding peace."

This daring, confident love is transmuted to all of the 

things of nature, where she seems to find His presence almost 

palpable, as in "The Swimmer":

"Afraid? of you strong proxy lover, God's sea?
I give you my small self ecstatically,

To be caught, held or buffeted; to rest

Heart to your heart, and breast to breathing breast;
To know on arms and cheeks, on brow and lips the 

bliss,

The stinging madness of one infinite kiss;

Daring your most exquisite, sweet alarms 

In the safe compass of the everlasting arms."

Note how the small quatrain, "Distinctions," tells you ever 

so simply the struggle of a self-willed young girl who learned to 

subjugate her will to God's:
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"I have thought life a sword by which I cleave 
existence, birth to death, in twain;

I have regarded life to be the experience so 
sundered;

Now I know life to be the ultimate beyond my 
keen, irrevocable blade

■Waiting your word, my lover."

Womanly concern, or vanity, if one wills, crops up in three 

of her poems defending her surrender of contemporary feminine garb. 

They are written almost as if she had been uncomfortably derided 

for her nun’s habit and in true woman fashion hers is to be the last 
word:

"You do not think it is because I do not share 

A woman's subtle weakness for the piquancy of dress,
Its swift, sure coquetry, its studied carelessness,

That I wear what I wear.

You do not think it is because I do not dare 

Its recklessness?

What do you say

Of wearing one's bridal gown

To town,

To church on Good Friday?

Of wearing one's shroud 

Every day, all day,

In the heat and the crowd,

On Easter and Christmas Day?..."
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Thinking of the long chestnut hair of which she had been so 

proud, any one would have compassion for her sacrifice when he read 

"Of Crowns."
"For captious fashion and capricious fad

I have but small concern or little care.
Not even to plait a belt for Galahad

Should I have shorn the locks that men thought fair;
But for my Lover Lord, divinely glad

I doff the shining crown that was my hair."

So to sum up these observations upon her poetic thinking: 

her work contains color, outline or form, and depth or stability. 

Color is life. Outline is beauty. Depth gives permanence or 

solidity.
Poetry with color is vivid. It is alive. And her poetry 

is alive and breathing with rhythmic, pulsating ideas that follow 

one another as fast as do heart beats, perhaps because they come 

straight from her sincere and dedicated heart. Outline is beauty, 

for its opposite, shapelessness, is the very antithesis of beauty. 
Everything in the world, man, woman, the full blooming rose, the 

ninbow in the spray has each its definite form related to its pur

pose and the more it fulfills this purpose the more it is seen to 
have proper form. So, too, with her poems.

And, finally, there is hardly one of her works not packed 

with concentrated thought which will keep the critic in reflective
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mood for a long time, thus supplying the permanence that we all 

associate with good poetry. It carries a lesson to he long remem
bered.



PART I I

THE MAJOR INFLUENCES IN

SISTER MADELEVA'S POETRY AND CRITICISMS



CHAPTER IV

RELIGIOUS LIFE AND ARTISTIC LIFE

Since Sister Madeleva is a religious, she is bound by the 

rules and regulations of a religious life. They are not light 
obligations. It is inevitable that from time to time they curtail 

her freedom^ of thought and action, perhaps at the very moment in 

■which she would like to work upon an idea for a poem. Discipline, 

willingly endured, also enables her to do her duty and to hold her 

personal wishes in abeyance.

Inevitably, this opens up a familiar argument, that the 

religious life and the artistic life must clash and that in the 

ordinary course of events one must gain precedence over the other.

But investigation of this remarkable woman's life and accomplishments 

suggests instead that the religious life and the artistic life are 

related. Indeed, in her person the two powers are united into one 

whole.
It is proper to explain this point more fully. An artist 

is a person in love with beauty. In varying degrees, according to 

his talent and his willingness to throw himself into what he is 

doing, he forgets self and indeed all surroundings to concentrate 

attention upon the work that will express his concept of beauty.
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How, the world is teeming with one-story writers and one- 

book novelists and in similar manner the argument holds good with 
musicians, sculptors, and the like, but the ones who have attained 

great heights have been, in large part, men who are willing to throw 

over everything else if necessary to accomplish the end result 

desired. A certain devotion is recognized as one of the concomitants 

of fine art. In brief, a true artist would sacrifice everything to 

his art.
Sister Madeleva stated the poet's case clearly in a lecture 

she gave at Catholic University:

"We have to answer the question: ’How does the poet write 

his poem?* We may answer it with two other questions: 'How does 

the fruit tree make its fruit?' and ’How does the mother make her 

child?'
"Aristotle has told us once for all that the poet is the seer 

and the maker and the singer. He sees in any given person, place, 

or thing what others see. He does not make his poem of this. He 

makes it rhythmically and beautifully. He sings it. What he sees 

is very often a resemblance, an unexpected likeness of something 

else. This resemblance is so striking, so unmistakable that when 

presented to others in the form of a poem it delights them. Their 

pleasure comes partly from the beauty of the way in which the poet 

points out this resemblance, partly from the resemblance itself, but 

largely because it is so obvious, once pointed out, that they wonder 

why they have never seen it before, and half think that they have.
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Because the poet's vision or insight is largely a business 

of comparisons, he uses the language of comparisons: similes, 

metaphors, personification, metonomy, apostrophe. He uses words to 
speak of his vision truly, accurately, and he uses words for beauty's 

sake. This means that he is a lover as well as a seer and a maker 

and a singer. He is in love with truth. He is in love with beauty. 

Like all true lovers he guards his secret, his vision with a jealous 

care until he has found for it the raiment of singing words that 
satisfy his dedication to truth and beauty. To change the figure 
to Caedmon's, he chews upon his cud of thought like clean kine until 
he has fashioned it into a fit form. He knows that he does this 

thing; he cannot tell you much more about what happens within him

self to make him give his poem its final form. He knows of a thous

and anguishes and discontents, of ruthlessly pulling up his dearest 
metaphors by the roots, of selecting and rejecting and finally com

ing to terms with thoughts and words, and arriving at peace and a 

poem.
"Let us return to our two questions: 'How does a mother make 

her child?' "Whatever the sex of the poet, his mind is female. It 

is a mother. Some fruit trees, like the apple, have both pistil 

and pollinated stamen in the same blossom. These fertilize them

selves. Some female trees, like the fig, must be fertilized from 

the male tree. Fertilization depends on the air, the wind, bees, 

humming birds, a world of unwitting messengers bearing vital pollen 

to the receptive flower. They have their part in the ripened fruit.
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"The fruitful mind of the poet may be fertilized by a mascu

linity within itself. It may be touched to poetic life by a thous

and vital forces from without. He cannot know beforehand what cir

cumstances will quicken the womb of his mind with poetic life. But 

he knows after by the restlessness that possesses him, the insistence 

of the thought— the vision--for attention, its gradual possession 

of him under and over all other occupations. He knows the disgust 

which accompanies the apparent futility of his attempt to embody 

his thought in words. He knows the recurrent elation with which 

he goes on living with it. Finally, much more through subconscious 

than through conscious or prescribed processes, his thought finds 

its way into words. There is no order known to him in which they 

come. He finds them, moving with some delicate guidance within 

himself into the order that expresses his thought and that sings 

it. His mind has mothered a poem much as any woman mothers a child. 

The first and the last facts we know. The processes between are 

love, and thought, and solitude. In large part they are nausea and 

pain. Poems, no less than children, are born in labor. But there 

is joy in the heart of a poet when his song is bom."

Is it necessary to point out that these attributes are 

identical with the devotion of a true religious? Such a person also 

fixes his mind upon a goal and, as he works toward it, grows toward 

it at the same time. For examples consider: Saint Francis Xavier 

who served the natives of India; Blessed Damien who died among the 

lepers that he served on Molokai; or Saint Peter Claver ministering
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to the sick slaves. These were all God-intoxicated men whose minds 

were fixed upon a vision of ineffable beauty, namely, God.

The deduction is that religious feeling and the highest 
forms of art are not only not incompatible, in fact, they have 

numerous elements in common and in certain cases they can hardly 

be separated. The intense religious feeling manifested in Sophocles' 

tragedies finds its counter-part in Bach's "Saint Matthew's 

Passion." The filial devotion praised in Vergil is the same sen

timent expressed by Shakespeare's "Cordelia.”

It is idle to make a study of this talented woman, her back
ground, and her works, without also venturing some estimate of her 

literary rank. Directly or indirectly, Sister Madeleva subscribes 

to the reasoning used above and in general this may be said to be 

her creed: that the truest artist is also the most devoted; that 

in union with God one finds the supremest satisfaction; that dis
cipline helps to produce perfection; that perfection in word and 

work is the only true gift to offer to one's God and that if human 

beings never attain to perfection none the less they must try it if 

they are to fulfill their destiny.
The reader will notice at once that her work is lyric and 

brief. She has many themes but only a few methods of approach.

Her metrical patterns are much the same in all poems. The iambus 

and the trochee are prominent, indicating quick ardent movement in 

her thought. It is true that she is familiar with many types of 

figures, but she does not use many. It is inevitable that the



metaphor, a leaping hurrying figure, is the most frequent. She is 
more interested in techniques than in tools. Hence the wordage is 

compressed and the form assumes great importance. She can vrite 

easily in any pattern; rondeau, rondelle, villanelle or sonnet, hut 

her own tendencies seem to incline toward the sonnet and the ode.

This is interesting hut truly feminine, for it is contradictory.

The sonnet is a severely restricted form and the ode is loosely con
structed giving the author a chance to mold and remold the idea in 

any new way that she feels to he most expressive. Needless to say, 

she manipulates both forms with equal grace and sensitivity. If it 

is true that we write what we are, then one sees in this distin
guished poet a mind of profound depth, a personality many sided, 

and a certain nervous tensity that drives on and on without ever 

relaxing. On that road lie ultimately exhaustion and death: in 

the same path also are accomplishments and devotion to duty.
The fact that her poems tend to he short may in part he 

attributed to the pressure of executive responsibilities. But in 

deeper measure this phenomenon stems from her own philosophy, since, 
as we have already seen, she urges compactness. Yet still another 

reason may be cited, a quality emerging from deep in her personality, 

i.e., a degree of tremendous tension that does not permit long 

lingering upon any one form of expression.
As noted, her methods of approach are few. She observes 

beauty, particularly in nature, and loves it. She makes frank offer

ings of self to God with a passion that cannot long be sustained.
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She reflects upon Mary, the Infant Jesus, the circumstances of the 

Nativity, the Holy Family, and kindred objects. The world she deals 

with is often remote; her concern, as with J. H. Newman, is for her 

soul, yet this inner concern and intensity is the true lyric poet's 

strength.

However, her attitude is not one of selfishness; nor is her 
tendency toward death the mood of the psychopath who unconsciously 

longs for death since his mind is by his nature set upon a road 

toward dissolution.

Another aspect of this many-sided personality should be 

noted. She is teacher as well as poet and executive. This fact 

raises a most difficult question. To clarify it we must distinguish, 

or subdivide our definition of teaching. In very elementary work, 
teachers may indeed force certain forms of knowledge upon their 

pupils but in more advanced work it is doubtful if anybody really 

teaches anything to anyone else, certainly not in a sense that will 

guarantee accomplishment. To use a simple illustration: you can 

take a boy out to a baseball field and in a fairly short time ac

quaint him with all the basic information needed to play shortstop. 

But this is no guarantee that he will ever be a good shortstop.

The truth is that we teach ourselves, and the students who learn 

are the ones who work hardest at their studies and who use the 

teachers' lectures as guide posts on the way.

With this view in mind what about Sister Madeleva as a

teacher?
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It is already abundantly clear that she is an artist with 

words, a devoted person, a religious with intense convictions, and 

a busy organizer and executive. Does she teach? By force of ex

ample, one thinks, rather than by instruction. Education is best 

attained when student and instructor work together, not when the 

student simply listens and absorbs like blotting paper the infor

mation that the teacher may impart. Therefore, it is all the more 

to Sister Madeleva*s credit that she can in so many respects, 

literally, "show the way" to her students rather than merely tell 

them what is the best thing to do.



CHAPTER V

MEDIAEVALISM AND SISTER MADELEVA

With good reason Henry Adams believed he could use the 

Amiens cathedral and the vords of Thomas Aquinas as guiding lights 
for his study. Each in its own way soars above its surroundings. 

With good reason he wrote of the Unity of the thirteenth century.

In The Middle Ages, Bishop Thomas Shahan said, "In the his

tory of mankind, there is no more instructive, no more crucial time 

than what we call the Middle Ages. It was a period in which nations 

rose out of barbarism, schools were established and systematic 

education attempted, architecture in the Gothic tradition and 

employing every other then known art reached an apogee, and through

out these teeming activities ran a thread of religious feeling 

serving at once as guide; inspiration, solace and encouragement.

"At the darkest periods," says S. R. Maitland in The Dark 

Ages, "the Catholic Church was the source and spring of civiliza

tion, the dispenser of what little comfort and security there was 

in the things of this world and the quiet scriptural asserter of 1

1 Thomas Shahan, The Middle Ages (New York: Benziger 
Company, 1904), p. 14*
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the rights of man."-'-

And E. K. Rand, perhaps the most brilliant intellect of 
them all, records his considered judgment in this interesting passage 
from his Founders of the Middle Ages, "when Dante and Beatrice in 

Paradise mount to the presence of the mystic Rose, only Saint 

Bernard utters human words at such a height; only he pours forth a 

prayer to the Blessed Virgin— . Bernard is the true mystic, who 

communes with God, as he sets forth in his treatise, 'How to love 

God,' not by ratiocination, but by rising above reason and dwell

ing in the pure sphere of contemplation.Here Professor Rand 

shrewdly explains the very heart of the Mediaeval period, its 
raison <j'etre.

Since Sister Madeleva told me explicitly on August 15, 1957, 

"My heart is in the Middle Ages," and then went on to amplify and 

repeat her sentence, it is appropriate now both to consider the 
Middle Ages in themselves and again to consider some of her rela

tionships to the times. I believe that the truest, deepest, and 

most sympathetic explanation of her genius stems from her mediaeval 

predilections. If she were not a mediaevalist, she would be quite 

a different kind of poet.

Close appraisal of her thinking reveals Sister Madeleva, 1

1 S. R. Maitland, The Dark Ages (London: Henrietta Street, 
Convent Garden, 1890), p. 187-

^ Edward Kennard Rand, Founders of the Middle Ages (New 
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 19 28), p . 97.
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scholar as veil as poet, influenced in remarkable degree by the 
fascinations of those early times.

The commonest problem today is not a problem of knowledge, 
for ve know a great deal: the trouble is that we do not believe 

very much. The firm faith that once knit nations together is often 

conspicuously absent in our best thinkers and writers, hence it is
a matter of distinct pleasure to find in this woman's distinguished

\lines the faith of a Dante or a Thomas a Kempis.

After faith, the second note in mediaevalism is construc

tive work. It was an age of great builders, great painters, great 

sculptors, stained glasses, great though sometimes confused efforts 

in Universities, and great books.

In the history of man these are tremendous accomplishments: 
not since Athens produced Socrates and Plato, Ictinus and Phidias, 

Myron and Polycleitus, Sophocles and Euripides, has there been a 

section of time in which so many great sustained efforts were made; 

while many of them, almost against all possibility, succeeded. 
Writers of world renowned fiction say that the thing which most 

fascinates men is a fight, a struggle against odds: and the fiercer 

the struggle and the severer the odds, the deeper the fascination 

that seizes and contains the beholder. Edipus, driven into a corner 

by his fate and trying to work his way out; Medea rallying with in

human ferocity against odds that Jason had thrown upon her; Macbeth 

faced with the consequences of his crime, illustrate well what this

dictum means.
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But man striving against inner barbarism, man struggling 
against himself, furnishes the most savage of all contests. Wo battle 

is more severely waged than the one in man's own soul. As opposing 

forces join action, and salvation or death hinges upon the outcome, 

an audience cannot but watch with attention. It is now nearly two 
thousand years since the greatest of these spiritual struggles 

occurred, when the greatest of Men prayed, "Father...let this chal

ice pass from me." Yet He also added, "Wot My will but Thine be 

done."

Men who never count the cost, who risk all for the sake of 
what they believe, are the ones who do. Such was the spirit of the 

Middle Ages. It was the age of faith. Men believed.

Out of this firm faith came another facet of the jewel that 

was Mediaeval thinking: discipline. At times even the stoutest 
believer grows weary, even the best men falter. Some power must 

hold man to his course. Some external power? Some power that 

coerces and maddens? Wo: rather a power built upon love. For a 
Saviour who had loved much, much could be given in return. Conse

quently, there resulted that most telling of all disciplines, self- 

discipline, the determination to go on, to succeed, to build where 

others have striven and failed, the courage out of one's own heart 

to face obstacles. The ages were ages of hard work and hard disci

pline. Artisans toiled, mystics prayed, monks in their midnight 

cells scourged themselves to do penance for their sins, and, as it 

were, all humanity drew together into a tight body struggling to
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accomplish the tasks they had set for themselves.

Man is a God-given moment of an immortal thing. He comes 

forth from the darkness and he vill go out into the darkness, but 

during his period in the light he sees, feels, experiences, with a 

terrible clarity and intensity both the goodness and the brevity of 
life.

With fierce determination, and knowing they would not be here 

long, the Mediaeval toilers applied themselves to constructive works 
so that when they were gone, not only would their personal records 

remain, but a record of faith, belief, and aspirations. Thus the 

Mediaeval artisan struggled with an intensity that sometimes ap

proached obsession, for he had much to do and time was flying.

If these representations of the Mediaeval mind could be super

imposed upon the mind of Sister Madeleva (as when a mathematician 
superimposes one isosceles triangle upon another and the two coin

cide and become but one) they would likewise coincide with her think

ing and the two psychologies would become one and the same: for 

these are the ways in which she thinks.

Before setting about consideration of the Mediaeval spirit 

in her poetry, we may briefly consider poetry's actual essence. What 

is poetry? What does it say to us? What value does it have to the 

plain man in the market place?
Poetry is not merely a reflection of life: it is life 

itself mirrored back to man. No science, no art, no simple exper

ience is so difficult to interpret as is life, for it is a little
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of each of these things and yet not wholly any one of them.

What is life? It might be compared to a bright cloud shadow- 

crossing a rippling wheat field on a sunny day: to a thistledown 

drifting over a deep grassed meadow. Life is picking up a book in 

the library and reading one chapter out of the middle. You never 
see the beginning, you never go back to learn the end. Life is a 

journey across a great railroad freight yard where you see cars come 

and go. They come from the Iron Mountain, the New York Central, 

the Canadian Pacific, the Sante Fe, the Lehigh Valley. You never 
know where they first started nor where they will ultimately end.

Some are bright and new, like gay young men on their way up in the 
world, and some are old and battered and decrepit— on their way down. 

Some are open and you can see the contents as they speed past: 

others are locked and you will never know what they carry. Just as 

some men will freely tell you their faiths, and hopes, and beliefs, 

others with lips firmly locked go their way and you never know what 

passes behind their hard, expressionless eyes.

Studying Sister Madeleva*s work we learn that poetry draws 

from all such things, and yet it is not any one of them. It is the 

expression of man. Man is a tiny atom living on a ball that revolves 

around the sun spinning through unmeasured space. In a way, his birth 

is rot important and after his death he will not be missed. Poets 
since Homer have wrestled with these thoughts and their related 

problems.

But wherein does our subject's poetry differ from commoner
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poetry? In this: great poetry concerns itself with good. "The 

good," Aristotle wrote some twenty-three hundred years ago, "is 
that which all men seek. But poetry is made of the same stuff 
life is made of: selection and rejection are imperative. Poetic 

production has goals. They are lofty and they will grow loftier.

Beauty has extraordinary power to stimulate the human soul 

and to raise man's spirits into an almost different universe. To 

poets like Homer, a beautiful flower, a beautiful woman, the colors 

of the rainbow, the gleam of a fish glowing in the spray, a white 
gull diving with one wild sweep of the wing into blue sea, possessed 

overwhelming attraction. Helen was the pinnacle of loveliness: 

she was not merely the beautiful lady, she was the unattainable, 

she was everything that beauty ought to be. Yet at times the ancient 
poet was sad.

Francois Villon spoke well when he wrote:
"Tell me now in what hidden way is Lady Flora 

the lovely Roman,
Where's Hipparchia, where is Thais, neither of 

them the fairer woman.
Where is Echo, seen of no man, only heard on 

river and mere,
She whose beauty was more than human— but where 

are the snows of yesteryear?"2 1

1 Aristotle, The Nichomachean Ethics (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, I89O), p. 1.

^ Francois Villon, Poems Translation with Introduction 
by John Payne (Hew York: The Modern Library, 1918),
p. 1 1 1 .
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But there are still other kinds of poetry. They rise into 

a plane by far the most interesting as well as most difficult. This 

is poetry in relation to truth, to pure good. Absolute sincerity 

is the first requirement in this plane, for God is the only perfect 

escape. Sister Madeleva.'s idea of God is the idea of absolute good, 

and anyone who truckles with truth and with good is truckling with 

his chances of ever seeing God, in poetry or in fact. Hence truth 
is the imperative no matter what else a man may say or have.

When Homer sang, gods walked upon the earth. Athena was 

the patron saint of Odysseus. At a crucial moment before Troy she 

darted down to earth like lightning, stood behind the bold Achilles, 

and seized him by his golden hair. He turned, saw her, recognized 

her, and began to speak. When Odysseus was shipwrecked returning 

from Troy, gods contended visibly over his fortunes. In the oak 

woods one might at any time meet Pan or the Satyrs. Gods walked 

the earth and conversed familiarly with men. What do these legends 

really mean? Have those days gone forever? To the truly dedicated 

poet, they have not. God still walks the earth, still knocks on 

your door, still desires admission, still speaks to you whenever 

you will listen.

What, then, is a poet? He is a complex of hopes, aims, 

ambitions. In that mysterious battle ground men call his soul, he 

imagines great dramas, writes long stories, composes epics, builds 

railroads, crosses the ocean on speedy planes, constructs marvelous
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new craft not realized in blue prints, which will go to other 

planets and investigate things not known as yet to mortal eyes.

He indulges in the wildest of vagaries, yet every great action the 
world has ever seen, the victory over yellow fever, the building of 

the Suez Canal, the creation of telephone and telegraph, the split

ting of the atom, every thing existed in someone's soul before 

existing in physical fact. Man wrestles with the world around him, 

and most of all with himself. But he is conscious of a steady 

striving upward. There is continual effort to raise himself from 

earth, to go toward a heaven glimpsed from afar, dimly seen yet in

describably beautiful, mysterious, desirable.

The greater the mind, the harder it strives. The more man 

loves his fellow man the more he loves God. The more you love 

God the better you understand Sister Madeleva's lines. Such thoughts 

represent our considered judgment upon the fineness of her work and 

its relationship to the mediaeval mind.

To work is to pray. The good poet prays often and patiently. 

He meditates on the greatness of the universe, on the greatness of 

man's undaunted soul, but even more upon the greatness of the power 

that created that universe and that soul. He sees in his own heart 

a small mirror reflecting something of the will and the wishes of 

the ruler of all. In striving to pattern himself as He would desire, 

the good poet finds comfort in trouble, an answer to doubts, inspir

ation to high thought and to beautiful verses. To a poet that is

reward.
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It is a feeling that has come often to Sister Madeleva.

A difficulty encountered in such studies as this is that 
inevitable parallelisms arise in certain aspects of Catholic thinking. 

Dogmas, philosophic beliefs, various spiritual practices run parallel 

to each other, and their appearance in two well-known authors is not 

a guarantee of a relationship, even if the authors are very close 

to each other. Such problems show themselves often.

Love of God is an intense and continually recurring motif 

with our poet. Penelope offers an excellent example: the writer 

compares herself to Homer’s heroine and exults in the thought of 

how far her God is above Odysseus, as she waits for Him, her lover.

The fervor with which her idea of the love of God is stated, its in

cessant recurrences in successive compositions, indicate a degree 

of intensity rare in contemporary poetry, but commonplace among the 

Saints of the middle ages.

In "The Theme" she insists upon the same topic till even she 

wonders if it wearies her lover.

"I love Thee--ever, ever, I love Thee.
Until I fear that Thou must wearied be
To have no other speech than this from me."-*•

Such reiteration is kin to the passion in the prayers of 

Saint Bernard of Clairvaux. The very idea of love, clearly 

indicative of extreme emotional outpouring, is continuously 1

1 Sister M. Madeleva, The Four Last Things (Hew York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1959)> P* 20.
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developed. E.g. in "Waite Peace":

"The light of your white soul shines on my life,
And in my heart the whiteness of your love
Burns always.

In "Communion" the thought ends, "In my soul forever, I 
2have held love."

"Meditation on Atlas" reveals a curious variation in which 

the poet, after revealing that Atlas did not understand his own 

plight, urges him to accept God and also crucifixion.

Pure love of God requires a degree of self-immolation, a 

quality of self-sacrifice not comparable with earthly love. It 

suggests a transition from this light to another: such transition 

suggests death. But when, for example, Saint Bernard wrote the con

stitution for the Knights Templars he wrote into it a clause requir

ing the new recruit to swear that, unless he was outnumbered more 

than three to one in battle, he would never retreat. Common sense 

and military experience indicate that in hand-to-hand fighting a 

man outnumbered two or three to one may logically expect death.

Thus the quality demanded was so pure a love of God that in 

comparison death paled into insignificance. That many Templars 
took the oath and many died heroically making good their word, is * 2

^ Sister M. Madeleva, The Four Last Things (hew York:
The Macmillan Company, 1 9 5 9)> p. lo.

2 Ibid., p. • 1 8 .
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testimony to the fervor of the ages and of the novices. Such 

fervor is of the essence with our poet.

Wounds and death are inevitable in combat experience, and 

in the intensity of passion with which a poet can see the risen 

Christ such lines as these betoken the same single mindedness.

"I have no word to match with its white wonder
The garment of His body as He wore it,
On that first dawning when He came to me
After His death." (Of Wounds)-*-

In a fine figure comparing the body of Christ to a white 

garment woven out of Mary's body, the poet passes to the ecstatic 

contemplation of the rents in that garment, the five bleeding wounds 

which disfigure the risen Christ. These exaltations of feeling are 

typical of the age of faith: the age of cathedral builders, of 

metaphysicians, of a theocentric universe. Examples indicative of 

such mediaeval thinking may be multiplied.
Hone the less, humility and modesty are twin companions to 

the passion that glorifies wounds on the body of Christ. The poet 

turns to Mary of Magdala, and finds in her autobiographical thinking 

another channel for love. Mary has sinned, and she says seven 

devils have harassed her, yet in the end she finds peace in a simple 

facet of her thinking, "she has Christ now for her lover.uc- And 

the woman whose easy facility in loving had been her chief distin

guishing characteristic in time gone by, now passes to another plane 1

1

2
Ibid., p. 83 

Ibid., p. 82.
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in vhich her feeling for her Lord transcends every other thought 
thus transforming her.

A further vord about a certain essential of the Middle Ages 
may not be amiss since it likewise throws light upon Sister Madeleva. 

The whole period was theocentric. A simple example may be found as 

far back in the past as Saint Augustine. A student will recall that 
when Rome fell before Alaric, pagans everywhere accused the Christians 

of responsibility for the great disaster. Jupiter was angry, they 
said, and he had withdrawn his protection. Rome, thus stripped of 

its powers, fell an easy prey to the savage Goths.
When Saint Augustine in The City of God replied to such 

charges (later also leveled at the Christians by the distinguished 

author of the Decline and Rail), it is important to note that he 

dealt with practically nothing economic or military. He did not 

retort to his enemies that on the approach of Alaric, Rome did not 

have food enough to support herself for a month or a week. There 

were not enough soldiers to fill two legions, (and this was the 

state that once maintained thirty-two legions with auxiliaries 

totalling perhaps five hundred thousand soldiers, on continuous duty 

at the frontiers), and even had mercenary soldiers been available 

for hire, vhich they were not, there was no money wherewith to pay 

them. Rome had plenty of gold, but the unwise fiscal policies of 

the Bnperors had driven good money out of circulation. No food, no 

money, no men. In a word, Rome had used up her natural and social 

resources. Nothing, or nearly nothing, of defensive power was left.
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But Saint Augustine employed no such arguments. He replied 
to assailants on theological grounds. He denied that the anger of 

outraged pagan deities brought about the great debacle. He denied 

the power of the pagan gods. His approach was theological for the 

simple reason that the thinking of the times was theological. Both 

parties, Christian and pagan, were willing to accept, indeed they 

devoutly embraced, the idea that some divine power ruled the universe. 
And that same feeling continued on into the broad period called the 

Middle Ages.

Thus mediaevalism truly rests upon a distinguished and 

ancestral faith. In writing his outstanding autobiography, Henry 

Adams in the chapter, The Virgin or the Dynamo, skillfully contrasts 

the age of faith with the modern age of machinery.

Now, Sister Madeleva's thinking, in its essential powerful 

faith, in its deep persistent belief, in its love of God, and its 

certain recognition of His reciprocal love forjus, not only mirrors 

the mediaeval mind at every turn, it is of the very essence of med
iaeval thinking.

In 1253, so the Dominicans say, there was a settlement at 
Oxford, and a little school began there.^ It has never closed.

Around it grew an aura of respectability and such scholarship as the 

times could warrant. Long ago the clerks of Oxford held high repute 1

1 Sir John Sand^s, A History of Classical Scholarship 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,^ ), Vol. I,
p. 551.
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for learning and Chaucer indeed wrote about the Oxford student who 

had twenty books of Aristotle bound in black and red at his bed's 

head. With the passing of time Oxford took on a quality of great 
intellectual leadership, which became known across the world.

Certain subtle beauties grow in old places, and the poet is aware 

of them in her verses, "I Enter Oxford." But it is the small detail, 

the bird on the wing, the fog at daybreak, that catch her eye. The 

point has value since one is likely to imagine that in a mystical 

way of thinking there would be little value given to simple physical 

beauty.
She continues such thoughts in "Survivors on the French 

Riviera,* where lush landscape and rich physical charm of cliff and 

wood and sea dominate. Passing into Italy in "Things to Be Loved," 
we find a first reference to Saint Francis of Assisi. His appear

ance in Sister Madeleva's thinking is significant. Poverty, sim

plicity, love of God, and close appreciation of nature's way in 

flower and bird and animal, are among his outstanding characteris- 

tics. Such qualities are visible as well in our poet.

Much of the writing of Saint Francis is exceedingly simple, 

for it deals with such matters as rules and regulations; it prescribes, 

for example, how torn clothes are patched and how friars beg for 

bread. Yet beneath the commonplace habit beat a fiery heart, and 

when opportunity offered Saint Francis inscribed in a few poems as 

passionate an outpouring of love as any Mediaeval troubadour ever
indited.



Two compositions, "The Canticle of the Sun," and "The

Canticle of Love" reveal a side to the poor man that casual readers 

seldom realize. These poems, whether they are entirely his own work 

or have benefited from corrections by Jacopone da Todi, are distin

guished by a tremendous emotionalism. Figures of speech are hyper

bolic in quality, the daring in metaphor is remarkable, so it is no 

matter for wonder that Sister Madeleva saw in the man of AssisSi 

a kindred soul. "The Canticle of the Sun" is a litany in praise of 

the Creator and His works. But "The Canticle of Love" is the long

est, the most rhapsodical, and also the most outspoken. "Let no 
one reproach me," Francis wrote, "if such a love makes me mad."

Some of his thoughts are reminiscent of the Twenty Sixth Canto in 

the Paradiso, in which the topic of love is considered by Saint 

John, and in which Dante is burned by fire, and again in the vision 

of the Mystic Rose.

One concludes that what we love we imitate, and we try to 

draw nearer. Our subject is inspired by the same emotions as the

and Suez, localities that so many thousands of men had died to see: 
the mediaevalist recalls here the tremendous tragedy of the Crusades 

and their millions of men inspired by love and religion who marched 

across Europe and Asia to win the Holy Sepulchre, and to die in 

battle or by the road, offering their souls to God. The whole pan

poor man

She traveled on to the Holy Land, saw Jerusalem and Jaffa

orama of the Crusades is a true flowering of the mediaeval mind.
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Again in the Easter poem, simplicity and little things 

strike obvious notes with our author. In "The Shopper," she writes:

"In cobble stoned Jerusalem
For hours and hours I stood.
I brought back from Jerusalem
The simplest thing I could,
A donkey from Jerusalem
Carved out of olive wood.

It is easily established that a tremendous degree of emotion 
cannot be maintained at high level for a long time. After the apex 

of passion is reached there is inevitably a lapse. From love and 

its fruition the exhausted poet passes to loss, deprivation, and 

death. After so many apostrophes to love it is not difficult to go 
to death. For example, "I Ask My Teachers":

"Why do you wrap your wisdom in a multitude 
of words?

My master, death, who will enlighten me 
completely,

Enploys no speech at all."^

Such lines were crystal clear to the mediaevalist because 

he regarded death not as a final step but rather as a swift passing 

through an ante chamber into a world greater, vaster, more brilliant, 

more incredibly wonderful than anything that human mind could here 

conceive. Through that doorway one strode to meet on His throne a 

judge who would welcome the good and faithful servant with love, 

reward, and eternal happiness. The Middle Ages were growing away 1

1 Ibid., p. 139>
2 Ibid., p. 9 5.



from that great metaphysician Aristotle who wrote, "Death is the

most terrible thing, for it is the last end, and to the dead man

nothing seems to be good or bad any l o n g e r . T h e y  saw death as

exactly the opposite of Aristotle’s view, although Aristotle’s

reputation as a logician still ranked high. So, the love of and
preoccupation with death are as intensified as the pain expressed

with love poems previously noted, and Sister Madeleva sees death

as the one sure route that will lead to her divine Lover. Yet the

thought is not restricted to self alone: she sees it as applicable

to all. E.g. "The Day Wo Letter Comes":

"The day you do not write and silence follows, 
to be broken only by my life's end,

I shall know that you have not forgotten, that 
now you love me perfectly,

For I shall understand that you are dead."d

It is like opposing fire to water to compare the above lines
with these following:

"From too much love of living,
From hope and fear set free,
We thank with brief thanksgiving
Whatever gods may be
That no life lives forever,
That dead men rise up never,
And even the weariest river 
Winds somewhere safe to sea.

Then star nor sun shall waken, 1 2

1 Aristotle, The Wichomachean Ethics (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, I89O), Vol. Ill, Ch. 6.

2 Sister M. Madeleva, The Four Last Things (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1959)> P* 95*
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Nor any change or light,
Nor sound of waters shaken 
Nor any sound or sight:
Nor wintry leaves nor vernal,
Nor days nor things diurnal 
Only the sleep eternal 
In an eternal night.

These lines are the true poetry of despair.

As the fierce intensity of Saint Bernard and the humble 

simplicity of Saint Francis of Assissi are paralleled in the thinking 

of our subject, so too a third author, and one far different from 
his predecessors, finds place.

Many of Sister Madeleva's poems contain anecdotes or tiny 

stories, sometimes expressed, sometimes merely suggested. The very 

title Pied Piper, of course, brings instantly to mind the whole sad 
tale of the children that the piper led away. And "Swaddling 

Clothes" reveals with simple dignity the tale in the Gospel about 
how Christ was born in the stable and wrapped in loose garments to 

be laid in a manger. Again, among her sonnets, "Easter Chronicle" 

recalls the story of the Resurrection, and " Marginalium" brings 

back Alfred Tennyson's story, that so many students have pondered 

over, about the lady of Shalott.

One evokes certain ideas by vigorous figures of speech, by 

suggestive themes and phrases, but one also calls up visions by the 

ancient art of story telling, the art older than Homer. Ever since 1

1 Charles A. Swinburne, A Treasury of Great Poems (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1952), p. 9^5•
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men sat around campfires and told tales of the mammoth and the 

sabre-toothed tiger, the story teller, once a weaver of tales in 

verse, a bard who composed on the spur of the moment, but now a 
spinner of stories in prose, has been honored.

Drawing near to the close of the Middle Ages, now that Oxford 

and education are in full swing, we find in England one of the great 
story tellers of all time, and it is not astonishing that Sister 

Madeleva feels deep interest in the work of Geoffrey Chaucer.



CHAPTER VT

GEOFFREY CHAUCER AND SISTER MADELEVA

Like Giovanni Boccaccio and Queen Marguerite of Navarre, 

though in his practical and work-a-day psychology he was superior to 

both, Chaucer is the narrator par excellence. He conjures up tale 

after tale, for most part illustrative of his life and the times, 
(though certain pieces, for example, The Legend of Good Women, were 

more likely dictated by circumstances than by an entirely free choice 
of the author), and one soon realizes that nearly all are composed 
with an extraordinary degree of craftsmanship.

At the risk of oversimplification, it may be stated that 

there are only two possible ways to tell a story: one, with emphasis 

upon action, the things that were done; the other with emphasis upon 

the inner qualities of the characters, the traits that made them be 

and do what they were and what they did. Though the former type was 

the popular one in Chaucer's day, as evidenced by the common fondness 

for light, standardized, unrealistic French romances, as soon as he 

began really to develop his literary art, Chaucer resolutely steered 

away from this technique.

As early as The Parliament of the Birds, he had begun to 

employ small details descriptive of each individual and to indulge
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occasionally in bits of dry humor that help to fix certain char

acters in a reader’s mind. It is clear that these little excur

sions to one side of the action pleased Chaucer a great deal. In 

'Troilus and Criseyde’ (perhaps published in 1382: the exact date 

is not known) Chaucer really exerts himself upon the characters of 

the three major actors, Troilus, Criseyde, and Pandarus. The skill 

with which he paints the portrait of his heroine is exceptional.

It is obvious that he has abandoned the common Continental idea of 

types and is struggling to draw individuals.

To continue these estimates through Chaucer’s succeeding 

work and up to the time of his death would lead us far afield. But 

it will serve the present purpose to note that the poet was a man 

remarkably gifted in the art of clear characterization.
Now, Sister Madeleva is a craftsman to her finger tips, and 

craftsmanship in high degree was a trademark of the Middle Ages. 

Guilds of skilled artisans then set standards that young appren
tices and second-rate workers reached as a rule only after much 

time and bitter effort. Quality was the essence in the better 

guilds. Such influences reached into all levels of life, and with 

a man like Chaucer, who was Comptroller of the Customs in London, 

used to dealing with many accounts, preeminently level headed and 

cool, endowed with good judgment, and a clear appreciation of people, 

it was no accident however one considers itfthat he set a high 

standard for himself and worked steadily to attain it. Like Dante, 

like Giotto, he proved himself a genuine artist in his field.
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And such an artist as our subject, who is manager and admin

istrator as well as poet, a teacher, and the President of a growing 

college, is especially endowed with that quality of judgment and 

appreciation enabling her to admire and to understand the methods 
of Chaucer.

Among his many traits, we are here concerned chiefly with 

the following. First: Chaucer's powers to organize. The Canterbury 

Tales is a huge book, and in awkward hands could have become an un

wieldy mass of disconnected anecdote. Though unfinished at his death, 

and though he had been steadily revising and rearranging his mater

ials,! so far! unfortunately from completion, the work shows evidence 
of masterly preparation and steady development of theme and content. 

This indicates how well he knew his goal and how deliberately and 

skillfully he was working toward it when death overtook him.
That same power of organization present in the mind of Sister 

Madeleva is a rare knack, since much of her poetry is at levels 

that could readily grow very difficult, perhaps very obscure. It is 

inevitable that we write as we think. The fact that she is so easy 

to read is evidence for her dexterity in organization and presenta

tion.

To develop this line of thought a little farther: although 

it is the main purpose here to confine consideration to Sister 

Madeleva's poetry, for once it may not be amiss to cross the line 

into her prose writing. As far back as when she wrote her doctoral
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dissertation, "Pearl," for the University of California, she exhib

ited in amazing extent that same power of perfect organization that 

permeates all her thinking, and if there is anything about "Pearl" 

that is more outstanding than the arrangement of materials it is 

the exquisite thoroughness with which this scholarly woman— one of 

the really distinguished mediaevalists in this country— carried out 

the plans and the implications in her book to the last ramification. 

Most doctoral dissertations are not a pleasure to read: "Pearl" is.
Again, there is with Chaucer the power to relate. It is a 

most difficult virtue to acquire. We have all heard the expression, 

"a born story teller." It means one who loves to tell, who is 

delighted with the strange things that happen, who peers with eager 

gaze into the dark corners of the human mind to see what makes men 

do the remarkable things they sometimes do, who loves his audience 
as well, who wants the audience to be as interested, pleased, and 

excited as he is, who is willing to submerge his own personality 

while presenting the story so as to get a better and more dramatic 

effect (thus proving that he loves his story more than himself), 

who is something of an actor, who loves life. But on the other 

hand, we have all had the experience at some time of hearing a good 

story badly told by some inept blunderer, and we have all felt the 

impatience and dissatisfaction that such error generates. Wow, it 

is not hard to recognize a good story teller when you meet him in 

action, but it is indeed hard to become one if you are not born 

that way. Geoffrey Chaucer was a born story teller.
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And, Sister Madeleva? In the writing of poetry, and par

ticularly the kind of poetry that nuns usually write, the story 

field is to say the least very circumscribed. And yet (though she 

can on occasion be very metaphysical), much of the time she writes 

about, or hints at, or recalls in history, real or allegorical tales, 

simple things, natural scenery, anecdotes, little stories from 

Scripture, etc. This poem will illustrate such an approach.

"I WILL REMEMBER RAHAB"
Rahab was a harlot and lived in Jericho;
Neither was respectable. That was years ago.

She had no scented virtues; she told easy lies;
Her practice was flagrant. Once two spies

Came to her door, their lives at stake;
She took and hid them for the Lord God's sake.
They left her house; they left the town;
The next thing she knew the walls fell down.

She hung a scarlet cord from her window ledge;
It was her sign; it was their pledge.

She heard the trumpets; she heard the shout 
Of people in tumult, of city in rout.

The men and the women, the young and the old 
Were killed by the sword, so I am told;

But her father and mother knew no ill 
Because of the cord at Rahab*s window sill.

I remember Rahab to this day,
And I honor her womanhood for all you say.

It called for mercy and it called for pluck;
You wouldn't think a harlot would have such luck.'1'

1 Sister M. Madeleva, The Four Last Things 
The Macmillan Company, 1959)> P* 79*

(New York:
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Chaucer’s treatment, had he essayed Rahab‘s record, would 

have been very different, one is certain, from Sister Madeleva*s, 

and he might have given the heroine considerably more space, but as 

it is the writer's lines are as clear and compact as a medallion or 

an ancient gold coin. And nothing more need be said.

But since her style is indeed laconic, it is not astonishing 

to find that she often approaches stories by indirection, thus 

saving time, and instead of telling them prefers to suggest, to re

call, to advance obliquely toward them till a happy flash of recog

nition lights a reader's mind.

As random examples of her art of suggestion one might mention, 
"Mary of Magdala; Autobiography," "From the Book of Esther: To One 

Procrustes," "With Sound of Trumpet." All of these, without going 

into formal narratives, contrive to remind the reader of very well- 

known incidents, often told and retold, all offer variations upon 

standardized thinking, all give a reader that message, that thought 

to carry over, which one can take away and upon which he may profit

ably reflect at his leisure.

A fourth quality in Chaucer is his neatness in drawing out 

little facts in a character he is describing. It is not enough to 

have such facts: they have to be put in the right places. Pandarus, 

in Troilus and Criseyde is fond of proverbs and tosses them about

indiscriminately, but he is more than a shallow joker, he can show

humor at his own verbosity, he can manage a laugh at his own lore.

There may be a covert smile in Sister Madeleva's "The Bishop
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Calls," as she observes His Lordship overwhelmed by a flock of small 

children excitedly clambering over him. Details are clear enough, 
and the scene is funny.

Last, one -would suggest that in a poet's case, since so 

often a poet sings about his ovn soul, he needs the power to see 

it accurately, and so few of them do. The reason is plain enough: 

when a poet starts, so to speak, to disrobe one of his characters, 

or himself, in public and to confess like Catullus or Shelley to 

all sorts of -wild passions that have flitted through his mind, nine 

times out of teny he is seized, somewhere along the line, by a panic: 

either he slants the evidence to favor himself or the character, or 

he discreetly stops just before the final gesture that would tell 

all. And yet the comments that Chaucer makes in Troilus and Criseyde 

as he goes along, and particularly after Criseyde has betrayed her 

lover for the adventurer Diomede, reveal the real inner character 

of Chaucer himself as no other comment could. To say he felt 

ashamed of Criseyde might be painting too broad a stroke, but it is 

clear to anyone that the poet's feeling about her is sadly changed. 

And it is hardly fair to Chaucer to blame him for the defection 

since he inherited it from "Filostrato."

Similarly, the portrait that Sister Madeleva draws of herself, 

both with voluntary and involuntary shades, is as clear as a picture 

can be. "A Nun Speaks to Mary" is beautiful in its simplicity and 

winning in its kind affection. The nun is our scholar, and no one 

could more reveal herself with the theme appointed than does the
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■writer.

It is not the present opinion that Sister Madeleva was in

fluenced by Chaucer. She is a strong-minded woman, fully capable 

of thinking her own thoughts (as "Pearl" will demonstrate), and 
writing her own poems. But, nevertheless, there is_ a connection, 

for Chaucer and she have these many points in common, and one feels 

that this was an important factor drawing her toward study of the 

English poet, and to her intense admiration for him. She is an 
artist, perceptive, quick, graceful, sure. She imitates none of 

the writers referred to in this chapter or the one preceding, yet 

she parallels all of them for she thinks like them. They were 
mediaeval minded, naturally; so is she, by preference. It will 

enlighten any reader to study carefully Saint Francis * "Canticle 

to the Sun," and the "Canticle of Love," and then to read "The 

King's Secret." Beyond any question also certain phases of their 

common Catholicity color all of these relationships.

After mentioning points at which Sister Madeleva and the 

English poet are at one, it would be illogical to pass over a some

what different aspect of her case. No alert scholar can read Chaucer 

for more than a few minutes and fail to recognize that a good deal 

of the time his classical interests are in the forefront.

It is beside the present purpose to discuss Chaucer and 

the Roman poets, (a task long since ably performed by Professor 

Shannon), but it is important to point out that Chaucer like nearly 
every other educated young man of his day was well acquainted with
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the ancient sources.

Statius with his poems about Thebes and Achilles had thrown 

his influence across Chaucer's writing: there are four references 

by name to Lucan. Claudian, though certainly a minor Roman poet 

is also in Chaucer's list for the Englishman refers to or quotes 

from him four times, while such names as Vergil, Ovid, and Homer 

are used easily, with a great body of mythological lore to fill in 

any gaps in the picture.

Of course, there is a difficulty in the situation: in the 
early days of his writing, Chaucer was much under French influences, 

and such poets as Machaut and Froissart colored his beginning work. 

Similarly, at a little later date, Chaucer drew upon Italian writers. 

In both instances, French and Italian, the men were well versed in 

ancient classics, so that Chaucer could have taken some of his 

Latinity very much at second hand. None the less, one must recall 

that Latin was the language of the Church in England and the Church 

was all over the country, Latin was likewise widely in use among 

scholars, lawyers, and educated men generally.

But in the last third of his life, when he had pretty well 

abandoned the artificial beauties of the French writers, as well as 

the borrowings from Boccaccio and so on, and was writing in English, 

there is no good reason why Chaucer should have interspersed any

thing classical in his work unless he took a genuine interest in it, 

and felt it belonged there as a true part of the whole. The Canter

bury Tales is full of Latin allusion. Some random cases will suffice
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here: The Introduction to the Lawyer's Prologue, (spoken by the Host 

to the company), literally bristles -with the classics. Ovid, Seneca, 

Ceyx, Alcyone, Lucrece, Ariadne, Helen, Briseis, Medea, Jason,
Penelope, Alcestis, and a half dozen more are called by name, and 

there is a direct mention of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Later, our host, 

commenting on The Sailor’s Tale, begins, "Well said, by corpus dominus, 

etc." And in The Tale of Melibeus we find Ovid again recalled and 

his book The Remedy for Love recommended. Of course, Ovid, and in 
particular his Metamorphoses, was a treasure house for all later 

date story tellers.
In Sister Madeleva’s collected poems there are only about 

seven possible leads to things classical, and the references are 

in most cases of scanty proportions. There are two hundred and thirty 

works in the volume called The Four Last Things. Penelope tells a 

little about Penelope, though most of it is about the writer: 

mutatis mutandis, the same may be said for the Atlas story. Procrustes 

is introduced, and Food for Sailors is a reference to Odysseus and 

the lotus. So, on the whole, her poems have stayed away from class

ical lore, and a large gap is opened up between Chaucer and her. An 

interesting observation, since Latin is still the language of the 

Church and most priests and nuns have a good deal of contact with 

it.
To s\im up notes about Chaucer; the art of the poet and the 

art of the short fiction writer are often closely allied, and even 

their mutual techniques bear at times startling resemblances. Thus
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Chaucer was both tale teller and poet.

Sister Madeleva*s admiration for the Englishman derives both 

from the wonderful way in which he brings off his effects, character

izing people with tiny anecdotes, and turns of phrase, taking note 

of their clothing, reading habits, jewelry, habits of conduct, (nowhere 
is a sister superior more deftly painted than is Chaucer’s Dame 

Eglantyne), weapons, facial expressions, and the like. Chaucer’s 

stories, particularly in the Canterbury Tales, resemble a somewhat 

complicated, highly colored (the Middle Ages delighted in color), 

tapestry slowly unrolled before one’s eyes, with myriads of small 

but not insignificant features depicted just as in the paintings of 

Giotto and Simone Martini. Considering these aspects and recalling 

Sister Madeleva*s expressed devotion to Chaucer, we see again the 
insistent attention to pictorial decor, while the love of color and 

of striking small word effect finds its counterpart, so she in turn 

reveals her goals in the same sure dexterous phrases, not indeed 

with the antique expression (and yet she can use such words as 

"shoon," repeatedly: an antiquarian at heart, perhaps), but in the 

same deft manner. In a word, the two poets have the same style of 
thinking and the same fine skill in portraiture of character. Which 

is to say that both are good psychologists.

The conclusions are, first, that Sister Madeleva is, by her 

own confession, of course, a devoted mediaevalist. It is unnecessary 

to demonstrate the fact since she avows it, but it can be evidenced 

again and again. And in the extraordinary way in which her mind
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delves into, understands, and parallels mediaeval thinking as it is 

exemplified in some of the finest of its exponents, she gives con

vincing proof doth of her deep rooted talent, and of her emotional 

favorites. She has the burning faith, the love of God, the desire 

to improve her art over and over, the basic simplicity in reasoning, 

the joy in everyday things, the love of nature, and last but not least 
an incredible capacity for ordinary, everyday hard work; work that 

would have broken a more vigorous person long ago.

She is truly a mediaevalist, and in this aspect of her 
talent I think we find the most probable explanation of her great

ness.



CHAPTER VII

COVENTRY PATMORE AND SISTER MADELEVA

When Sister Madeleva admits to Coventry Patmore as the 

greatest single influence in her poetry, the reader may be somewhat 

puzzled as he finds small resemblance between the Victorian poet's 

domestic narratives and the nun-poet's passionate lyrics. But 

after careful analysis, the parallel becomes clear and undeniable; 

theirs is an affinity of intellect, of philosophy inherent in their 

works, rather than any marked similarity of style or form. They 
are each attracted by an identical magnet: God Himself, and God 

in man. Thus, when we review Patmore's poetry to discern why and 

how it influenced Sister Madeleva's, we shall keep in mind that we 

are looking for parallels in thought, rather than form.

As to their respective choices of expression, Coventry 

Patmore writes odes predominantly; Sister Madeleva prefers the 

lyric. To distinguish between these two rhythmic forms we shall 

define each.

Ode: a serious and formally emotional poem of invoca
tion or celebration, usually complicated in 
metrical and stanzaic form, often divided into
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the three sections: strophe, antistrophe, and 
epode.l

Lyric: used both as a noun and adjective to denote a non
narrative poem, generally in stanza form and not 
of very great length, distinguished by its unity 
of mood from narrative and dramatic.^

For about a quarter of a century, Coventry Patmore vas one 

of the most popular Victorian poets. In parts, and as a whole, 

his domestic epic, The Angel in the House, was not only a critical 

success, but went into five editions in the nine years after it was 
printed in 185 .̂ Yet his later work, The Unknown Eros, aroused 

little interest in the critics and less in the public. His early 

popularity was a stigma in the eyes of a new generation of critics, 

who found occasion only for derision in the "goody-goody dribble" 

of The Angel in the House.

In his own day, most of Patmore's readers were attracted 
to The Angel in the House by its more superficial qualities— its 

placid love story, its prettiness--and were unaware of the transcen

dental philosophy it embodied. But The Unknown Eros was neglected 

for equally superficial reasons— Patmore’s Tory politics, his con

tempt for popular notions of "progress," his esoteric sources, his 

individual tone of voice. And it is also relevant that, on the 

surface, Patmore was an uncomfortable union of contradictions: 1 2

1 The Poem A Critical Anthology, Edited by Josephine Miles 
(Englewood Cliffs, It. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1959)* P* 5^0.

2 Ibid., p. 539*
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first, a conventionally Anglican poet of domestic joys and the 

deanery; then, a Catholic squire, three times married, and -writing 

odes expressing rapturous religio-erotic experience; a decidedly 
un-English type.

To some, this poet appeared a prattling innocent; actually 

he assimilated ideas from such diverse writers as Snerson, Coleridge, 

Aquinas, Plato, Saint Augustine, Swedenborg, and Saint John of the 

Cross, which he developed into an individual philosophy of love and 

constructed around it an imaginative poetic world far removed from 

the Victorian gardens and deaneries which apparently constituted its 

limits.

Patmore is, above all, an "intellectual poet"; his affinities 

are not with those contemporaries he began by imitating but with the 

seventeenth century "metaphysicals." His poetry is supported by a

close-knit intellectual structure, as is that of Donne and Lord
5Herbert of \herbury; and Sister Madeleva. Thus, we come to Patmore 

and Sister Madeleva treading the same path.

Now, knowledge acquired by study can provide illustration 

of basic truths; but the truths themselves can be acquired only by 
the intuition of the uncontaminated soul. Once the mind has become 

aware of such truths, it will find in man and the universe a vast 

number of parallels and correspondence whose chief value is to 

confirm what the soul already knows. Such a view is that of the 

poet rather than the philosopher. Yet, for Patmore the philosopher 

and the poet acquire their insight into truth by essentially the
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same process. Both are men "after God's own Heart.

This is essentially Sister Madeleva's belief, also, who says: 
"Poetry is a distillation, not a diffusion; a high concentrate, not 

an atomizer. It is hard work. It can be the fruit of the Sixth 
B e a t i tu d e. Fo r  her, like Patmore, poetry is for those pure of 

heart, for they shall see God. Neither are they thinking of the 

activity of thought when they refer to "real apprehension" but 

rather, of the surrender of the soul to Love in its simplicity; 
each believes that through the Love of God and man (for Patmore 

love of God and woman), that man comes to understand basic truths 

of being.

Patmore's mind abominated vague concepts of infinity and 

the whole idea of boundlessness. One of his statements, that the 

poet knows "as Plato knew, that God Himself is most falsely 
described as infinite," is at first glance more than a little dis

concerting. Yet he goes on to say:

God is the synthesis, as Proclus declares in his treatise 
on the Fables of Homer, of 'Infinite* and 'Boundary,* and 
is excellently intelligible, though forever unutterable, 
by those who love Him.3

Clearly he wishes to suggest, not that God is limited to 1 2 3

1 J. C. Reid, The Mind and Art of Coventry Patmore 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1957)# P* 139*

2 Sister M. Madeleva, The Four Last Things (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1959)> P • viii.

3 J. C. Reid, op. cit., p. 239*
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and by His creation, but that man's vision of the great Reality of 

God is limited by his own inability to grasp abstractions, and that 

God, by offering Himself to man in the Incarnation and in the other 

visible analogies of His creation, becomes credible to mankind.

Sister concurs completely with this philosophy. To her,
God is almost palpable as she walks across Saint Mary's campus; 

die sees Him in the ultimate loveliness of beech trees, cherry 

blossoms and a poppy's flame; and above all she knows Him in 

Communion.

Thus, we arrive at the great convergence of thinking with 
our two poets. Sister has already told us that she has been fas

cinated for a very long time with the relationship between body 

and soul; so was Coventry Patmore.

Patmore emphasized the important place the body holds in 

his vision, and, through the body, the Incarnation. In this way 

his mystical attitude contrasts most sharply with Donne's Platonic 

notion that love is of the soul, and independent of the body. To 

Patmore the body protects man against the horrors of infinity and 

abstraction in which nothing is intelligible or tangible. Both 

soul and body together make up that "unit" which he saw at the 

heart of being.

Thus, the truth of life is to be found in the body— the 

form--and he is never more in earnest than when he speaks of the 

body, not only as the temple of God, "little sequester'd
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pleasure-house for God and His Spouse,"1 2 3 but as the place wherein

man may and can seek God. Sister has eloquently expressed her views

on this same relationship in her poetry.

I said to my body, ’Be mindful thou art an offender,
Thou art dust of the dust, thou art slime, thou art clod 

of the clod.’
But my body made answer, '0 soul, I am blind with the splendor 
Of the promise of God.'2

In "The King's Secret" Psyche speaks:
The King's secret is a great secret, and she is so little to share it, 
Sweet sister, my Body, so timid and fragile to bear it;
For she has a lover— the child!--to think of it only 
At first will affright her; will leave her all wistful and lovely 

and lonely.3

And again she eulogizes the body as the soul's house in 
"My Best Dress":

This dress I wear with absolute, heavenly grace,
A hundred gowns I've wished for, asked or hinted;
A hundred fabrics dreamed of, plain or printed.
But witcheries of linen, lawn and lace
Are mere accessories to these hands, this face,
This body whole, with naught amiss or stinted;
Made of a stuff of clay, divinely minted,
And textured through with life and time and place.

■When Francis Thompson says that it is a consequence of 
Patmore's principles that "in the study of the analogies of the body,

1 Francis Thompson, "Patmore's Philosophy" Literary Criticism 
Edited by T. L. Connolly (New York: Dutton & Co., Inc., 1948),
p. 214.

2 Sister M. Madeleva, The Four Last Things (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1959)> P* 6.

3 Ibid., p. 56.
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man has a key to the knowledge of God, so far as such knowledge 

applies to his own needs,"1 did not go so far as Patmore does; nor 

Sister. Patmore meant something more than the analogies of the body 

would help man to under stand God. By respecting the body, by loving 

it as the second element of man, a partner with the soul, by entering 

in the light of such knowledge into the fullness of human love, man 

comes to realize the possibility of contact between the finite and 

the Infinite.

Both Patmore and Sister Madeleva accept the advice of Saint 

Paul in its completeness: "Glorify and bear God in your body."

When God Himself took form in a human body and made flesh sacred 
beyond man’s powers of understanding, man’s body derived its final 

sanction. The spirit craves for union with and eternal captivity to 

what is not spirit, and the higher the spirit the greater the craving. 
The infinite condescension of God and His vast love for the soul is 

shown in His desire for union with Body, where He finds "His final 

perfection and felicity."

Although this fascination with the relationship of body and 

soul is the strongest link between the two poets, yet there is 

another bond, albeit a lesser one. Coventry Patmore, in all of his 

works, exalted women. Again, Sister Madeleva sympathizes with his 

views. It may be well here to quote a passage from her autobiog

raphy in which direct reference is made to the Victorian poet and

1 Francis Thompson, op. cit., p. 217.
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his attitude towards womanhood. Sister is speaking of Educating Our 

Daughters As Women when she says:

"Yet, up and down our nation, these schools for our daughters 

are strongholds of the sciences, the liberal arts, the fine arts.

As Pitirim Sorokin said in his address on 'The Fine Arts College 

Curriculum' at a meeting of the Association of American Colleges 

last January: 'Like the early medieval monasteries (they) are still 

the main centers of the history.. .and techniques of art with all of 
the what, how and why involved.' Handfuls of Sisters in our teaching 

communities of women, with or without money, are making this possi

ble. They believe in educating our daughters as women. Years ago, 
Coventry Patmore wrote in a prelude to The Angel in the House:

'Ah, wasteful woman, she who may
On her sweet self set her own price,

Knowing man cannot choose but pay,
How she cheapen'd paradise;

How given for nought her priceless gift,
How spoil'd the bread and spill'd the wine,

■Which spent with due, respective thrift,
Has made brutes men, and men divine."

The Sisters of the Holy Cross believe this. Saint Mary's College 

is their act of faith."1

We may, therefore, conclude that it is to Coventry Patmore's 
poetic beliefs and attitudes that Sister Madeleva pays homage. She 

concurs with his philosophy of the sacred union of body and soul; 

she shares his daring in the expression of religio-erotic thought;

1 Sister M. Madeleva, CSC, My First Seventy Years (New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1959); PP* 129 - 130.
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and, she acknowledges with him the powerful potentials of womanhood, 

if properly guided.

So it is that the Victorian poet and the twentieth-century 

lyricist think alike, feel alike, but express themselves in different 
mediums. It may also be concluded that if Sister Madeleva lacks 

Patmore’s consistency in writing poems of equal merit, she surpasses 

his best with her best; for hers are the loftier poetic heights.



CHAPTER VII

CRITICISM AND CONCLUSION

Criticism has at least two functions: the more purely phil

osophical function of inquiring into the nature and results of the 

"creative process" and estimating their place and value among human 

activities, and what might be called the more educational one of 

developing in the reader a heightened awareness, a keener perception, 
and a finer discrimination. These two branches of critical activity 

are not unrelated, but their immediate aims differ. Here we shall 
be concerned with the latter kind which aims at increasing apprecia

tion. The criterion of its success is quite simply whether the 

reader, after reading the criticism, comes back to the poem with a 

richer enjoyment. Thus, we arrive at our major premise: poetry 

exists to be read and enjoyed rather than to be discussed and analyzed. 

If, however, discussion and analysis are necessary for full percep

tion and full appreciation (and they frequently are), then, of course, 

they are valuable activities, but valuable as means rather than as 

ends.

Professional literary critics reach a certain unanimity con

cerning Sister Madeleva's poetry on a single point--she sings on key. 

They vary considerably in their opinions when deciding whether she
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has the talent that makes an opera star or a good Sunday chorister.

Each writer approaches the body of Sister’s poetry with 
candid, sometimes reverential, sometimes caustic literary analysis. 

Many of these divergent judgments will be presented here. A reader 

may agree or disagree; accept or reject the valid verdicts made by 
men and women trained in the art of literary appraisal. They should 

serve us by strengthening our perception of the poems of Sister 

Madeleva, " —  one of the most authentic love poets of our day— poet 
of a relationship more fundamental than any other love. 'I have 

Christ for a lover. ' "-1-

Although, as we know, Sister has authored twelve volumes of 

poetry, for the sake of simplicity and clarity we shall consider 

Macmillan's volume of her The Four Last Things which contains the 

finest and, for that matter, the largest part of her works.

Reviewing this collection of poems, John Vournaker border

lines on ecstasy: "The beat of meter and the leap of rhythm, the 
fierce honesty and the light touch, the exalted imperative tone and 

its mysterious sadness— are some of the qualities which lend to 

Sister Madeleva's verse the explosive impact of true literature."2
Elizabeth Johnson seems to have different lens in her 

reviewing spectacles:

1 Francis Sweeney, (article in) America Vol. J8, 
(March 13, 19^8).

2 John Vournaker, (article in) Best Sellers 7:140, 
(November 1, 19 -̂7 ) > 575 v.
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"Amid the cryptograms and obliques of much current verse, 

it is something of a shock, even an embarrassing shock, to read 

poetry which stands with child-like guilelessness for all to applaud 
or hiss. Sister Madeleva's poetry is just such an example of a 

positive and simple creed. It is distinctly feminine from all 

angles with the alert eye for detail— the minutiae of nature and 

an all encompassing worship of God.

"The poet is a medievalist not only in her choice of symbols 

but in the tender passion of her religious faith. There is not the 

intense adoration of the twelfth century saints but Sister Madeleva's 

uncluttered emotion is not superficial. This all-feminine quality 

tends too much to itemize her feelings where the whole-hearted 

passion of Mechtild of Magdeburg, for example, is on a far broader, 
more universal plain.

"There is a nursery rhyme cadence to Sister Madeleva's 

verse, the simple, often haunting lilt of medieval carols:

"Yes, Sister Madeleva sings 'little songs,' and to the modern 

agnostic they will seem old-fashioned and sentimental. Such religious 

verse is suspect, for it so frequently overflows into an uncontrolled 

and awkwardly burning Trinity. Then, too, this poet is one of the 

pure in heart, and that unexpected (in most poets) attribute does 

not often tend to good verse; the reader is apt to find himself 

sitting in a pool of syrup; the small scale and minor mode often 

grows tiring and nauseatingly whimsical. Sister Madeleva's poems 

do not entirely avoid these faults, but the sincerity of her
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Christian directness and her genuine music cannot be questioned.

It would seem t hat Miss Johnson is relegating the poet to 

the choir loft. On the other hand a fellow-poet, a writer of renown, 

G. K. Chesterton, says that Sister’s is the only poetry of a modern 

woman that has the power to stir him within, that has fire and 
spirit of a real poetic nature and inspiration.

Viewing her in the light of a religious poet, which imposes 

limitations immediately, Francis Sweeney makes some interesting 
observations:

"Sister Madeleva was one of the first to lift her clear 

voice of deliverance when religious poetry tarried in a sentimental 
Avignon surrounded on all sides by Barclay Street.

"Her sure craftsmanship with words shows that her lyricist's 

heart has gone to school in the whole great tradition of English 

literature. She has worked successfully in a wide range of forms, 
though her few excursions into free rhythm have not been as happy as 

her metered verse. (There are disagreements on this point, also.)

"...and her journey to Palestine perfected a mode she has 
made her own: a modern overtone on a Biblical theme, with a play

ful turn of thought often sealed with the pat catalexis of a final 

line. And everywhere in her poet's world the air is as clear as an 

Alpine moon. Only poets whose thought is saucer-deep need to rig 1

1 Elizabeth Johnson, (article in) Commonweal 1+7:405, 
(January 30, 19^8), 300 w.
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artificial chasms of ambiguity.

"There is no doubt that her talents for teaching and admin

istration have been a peril to her lyric impulse. (Do not deprecate 

impracticality in poets: sometimes it is their only means of sur

vival.) Yet how splendidly she has cultivated her rare gift in 

little flowering half hours between the paved and cobbled days of 

lecture and conference. "-1-

Two critics comment on the very human element in her love 

of the Divine:

Joseph Moncure wrote in the "New York Evening Post" that 

Sister Madeleva’s poetry is "erotic to an astonishing degree... 

untempered by sophistication..." and added that it has "besides 

its passionate qualities, a spiritual aloofness which brings it
paround the circle again into utter chasteness."

Katherine Bregy says the same thing, differently: "There 

has always been a Patmorean daring in much of Sister Madeleva's 

poetry: a blending of 'amorousness and religion' which might not 

have appealed to Newman but for most of us mortals is a needed and 

welcome transubstantiation of the human into the divine.

"As a matter of record, the work of this inspired Holy Cross 

nun has set a new standard for the poetry of our religious men and * 2

-L E. Francis McDevitt, (article in) America V. ^7:357> 
(July 16, 1932).

2 Joseph Moncure, New York Evening Post Book Reviews, 
April 27, 19^3-
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women. Like Father Tabb, she is an original and accomplished artist 

who could scarcely have failed of recognition in any literary field.

A noted poet-critic, William Rose Benet, observed in an 
article in The Saturday Review of Literature:

"This poet is one of the most original devotional poets of 
our time. Her work is uneven, but every now and again there is a 

flash of insight or an implication that I find most satisfying.
There is an Emily Dickinson touch, for instance, to the following 
observation, and yet it is entirely the author’s own:

..1

REPORTED SUNSET

Who believes our report of this still event 
Of sunset in casual silver spent 

On the world’s west wall, of silver intent 

In the lake's long line, of silver lent 
To the air for luster and deep content;

Who believes our report of this still event?2

Mr. Benet comments on the "uneven" quality of her work, and 
this writer would be inclined to agree with him, yet perhaps supply 

the answer to "why" this is so. Contrary to the "modus operandi" 

common to most poets, namely, inspiration, Sister Madeleva, because 1 2

1 Katherine Bregy, (article in) Catholic World Vol. 166, 
(December, 19̂ -7) •

2 William Rose Benet, (article in) Saturday Review of Literature 
Vol. 12:19, (July 27, 1935).
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of the rigidities of her life as a religious, has often written when 

commanded. She has already told us that she would be "requested" 

to write a verse for a specific occasion. Obviously, poetic writing 

is not turned on, or off, like a hot-water tap. Undoubtedly, we 

would find that her best works were done when her poetic well 

spilled over naturally; not when she was trying to force it to fill.
In 1939, an article appeared in The Catholic World bemoaning 

her confinement to Catholic periodicals. Sister Madeleva remedied 

this situation.

"The thought keeps recurring that if she were to write under 

her secular name and send her contributions to Harpers or the 
Atlantic instead of the Commonweal, she would long since have been 

received into the front ranks of American poets.

"She has a gift of imagery that is both daring and original; 
there are in it no hesitancies, no simpering fancies of lavender and 

old lace. One looks in vain for secondhand bookish emotionalism; 

it simply is not there. One does find, however, a driving vital 

passion, illuminated and informed by a transcendent beauty. Both 

in concept and execution her work is firm and definite; the oblique 

irony of her perfect sonnet ‘If You Would Hold Me’ loses nothing of 

its mordancy by being so perfectly restrained.

When "Penelope and Other Poems" was published in 1927, another 

review noted the lack of "evenness." 1

1 Catholic World, (July, 1939)-
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"It must be conceded that the poems in this collection are 

uneven in merit and in appeal, a forgivable imperfection common to 

all volumes of poetry with which I am familiar; perhaps one or two 
of the poet's passing introspections lend themselves to the Muse's 

flame a bit too much by constraint; but when one finishes by reading 
half a hundred pages, one remembers an hour of more than wonted 

delight."1

Reviewing this same early edition yet another critic says: 

"There is a clarity of utterance in Sister Madeleva's poetic 
work that is as captivating as her emotional intensity, an ability 

to phrase directly her images of beauty; circumlocution abides not 

in her style. These beauty-visions oftener than not are philosophical 

joy, intellectual and spiritual raptures that are so easy to voice 
weakly and so hard to express in adequate verse."2

An interesting study was done by E. Francis McDevitt, 

entitled, "Two Women— A Pan American Contrast"; a comparison of a 

non-Catholic Chilean, Senorita Gabriela Mistral, and Catholic Sister 

Madeleva.

"...it is worth observing that while both have been writing 

verse of an enduring and signal character, towering above most of 

their contemporaries in technique, poetic freshness, and emotional 

and intellectual substance, neither reflects local spirit, customs, 1 2

1 Catholic World, 142:121, (October, 1935)*

2 America, 31 sl-64, (May, 1927)*
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or attitudes, nor is identified with any of the current artistic 

or philosophic schools and movements in their native lands. Both 

are nothing if not individual: Gabriela Mistral in her preoccupation 

with nature and the soil, the homely objects of every day use and 

observation; Sister Madeleva in her proclivity for selecting subjects 

closely associated vith humanity and the human tendencies of the 

soul.
"Sister Madeleva, enfolded in what is regarded as the 

'Imprisoning' habit of the Religious, confined by her vocation to 

the limits of her convent, the classroom and the school, displays a 

zestful, full-blooded interest in humanity, in its sins and its 

virtues, a curiosity for seeking out humanity's fundamentals and 

folding back its hidden mysteries."1

Mr. McDevitt then goes on to say that by way of strangely 

vivid contrast the South American poetess withdraws from the world. 

Apparently he finds this strange. This observer does not. It is 
much easier to view a jungle from a mountain top and comment upon 

its overall beauty than when you are trying to hack your way through 
the snake-infested, insect-ridden underbrush.

Representative of a cross-section of critical opinions, 

these judgments are presented for any further insight they may furnish 

the reader; and, at this juncture, it would seem appropriate to

1 E. Francis McDevitt, (article in) America V. ^7:357> 
(July l6, 1932).
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summarize the findings in regard to Sister Madeleva*s poetic content, 

form, and effect.

When considering content we shall return to our opening major 

premise: poetry is meant to be read and enjoyed. Applying this 

thesis to our subject we might then make the minor premise that if 

Sister Madeleva*s poetry is not read more widely nor enjoyed to its 

fullest the fallacious conclusion lies in the critical disposition 

of the twentieth-century reader.
At the risk of oversimplification, the critical disposition 

prevalent among modern readers is one of fear and pessimism; it 

would then follow inevitably that in this poet’s simple lyrics the 

contemporary poet-taster would understand but little nor experience 

at all those poems which proudly proclaim doubt and despair's 

antithesis: faith, and hope, and love. Even the title of her 

latest collection of poems, The Four Last Things is repugnant to 

today's reader who prefers any other science to that of eschatology 

and chooses health and material welfare to the way of the cross, 

which promises neither.
One has only to contrast the lines of any number of Sister's 

contemporaries to find this point readily established as to what 

a poem has to say, which is the content. W. H. Auden's 

"Villanelle" closes with the following quatrain:

Suppose the lions all get up and go,
And all the brooks and soldiers run away?
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Time can say nothing but I told you so;
If I could tell you, I would let you know."1

■Whereas, Sister concludes "You Ask My Age" with:
"This is the answer 
If you would know;
From life I come;
To life I go.

Doubt and certitude of faith could scarcely be more opposed.

Or, consider A. E. Housman's angry protest in "The Chestnut

Casts His Flambeaus":

"We for a certainty are not the first 
Have sat in taverns while the tempest hurled 
Their hopeful plans to emptiness, and cursed 
Whatever brute and blackguard made the world."3

Sister thinks quite differently from Housman when she says 
in "Penelope":

With a lifetime of years do I lash myself to You and bind 
You,

Do I dare all the seas of the world without compass or star; 
Past the lands of Calypso and Circe and Scylla I seek You 

and find You,
Be it never so far!**■

In an essay in Conversations with Cassandra, Sister gives 

her own estimate as to what poetry's content should be: 1 * 3

1 W. H. Auden, Modern American and Modern British Poetry 
Edited by Louis Untermeyer (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
1955), P- 618.

^ Sister M. Madeleva, The Four Last Things p. 16 5.

3 A. E. Housmanf A Treasury of Great Poems (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1952), p. 1027-

^ Sister M. Madeleva, The Four Last Things p. U3 .
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"By definition, 'Poetry is the divination of the spiritual 

in the things of the senses.' It is seeing things from God's point 
of view."1

And, this is primarily what all of her poems attempt: seeing 
things from God's point of view; and that is primarily what the 

majority of contemporary poetry disdains or refrains from doing.
As we have noted, the competent critic has little fault to 

find with Sister Madeleva's technical ability with poetic forms.

She is most skillful with the sonnet and the ode and shows a surpris

ing dexterity with free verse, which might incline one to wish that 

she had broken the bonds of conventionality long ago. Occasionally, 

her wondrously good sense is overcome by a kind of sentimentality, 

but not often. One might question her use of the inverted line, 

thus attaining a driven metre, and her dangerous use of such 

adjectives as "precious, gently, fair, darling, etc."

Her imagery is simple, forceful, and for the most part exalted; 

her symbols soar heavenwards past mountains, and sun, and stars, 

seldom lingering on the things of earth, particularly man himself.

A Catholic poet wrote to a friend that Catholic subject matter "as 

such" did not interest him. "As such" one knows that it does not 

interest Sister, either. What does interest the Catholic poet is 

the World and Man, and for the Catholic poet God straddles the world 1

1 Sister M. Madeleva, Conversations with Cassandra, p. ij-3 
from "The Fabulous Wings," p. 95*
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and creates man, giving the World and Man all their meaning.

A nun, particularly, cannot "get around" God; her day turns 

■with Him and night falls with Him. But to find God everywhere is 

oftentimes to lose sight of man; to see angels and symbols everywhere 

is oftentimes to miss the world. The "trick" is to move as if one 
discovered as one moved.

Thus, because Sister Madeleva is a lyric poet we must remem

ber that the lyric cry is the lover’s cry, and love is not made at a 
distance. All poetry, that has achieved the Parnassian heights of 

greatness, has maintained a precarious balance between thought and 

emotion. In some instances, her poems tilt toward the intellectual; 

but, this flaw is preferred to sentimentalization. Hers is not a 
spilling over of feeling but a compression of thinking. When she 

blends strong emotion with disciplined thought she turns out a beau

tiful sonnet, such as "To A Very Old Harness Maker" or a powerful 
ode such as "Penelope." If some of her poems are overintellec- 

tualized, or in rare instances sentimentalized, the explanation 

could undoubtedly be that her life and her mind are so disciplined 

on the one hand; her time and her emotions never her own on the 

other.

In Sister Madeleva’s poetic output we have the mirroring of 

a woman’s thoughts and feelings which reflect a deeply personal love 
of Almighty God as she finds Him in nature, in man, and in the 

mystical truths of her Roman Catholic faith. We have a woman of 

sound heritage, whose native intelligence has been honed on the stone
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of first-class education. And, we have a woman who loves Truth, 

Goodness, and Beauty clearly and forcefully as she touches God in 

each of His attributes.

As today's reader has small savor for Mediaeval literature, 

perhaps because of his own lack of discipline, or faith, it is under

standable that he would be little inclined to join in the songs of 

faith and love and hope sung by a poet with a Mediaevalist*s mind 
and heart.

When this same intelligent reader of today gropes his way 
out of the muddled maze of doubt and despair, when he becomes spir

itually of age, he will read Sister Madeleva's poetry and thrill to 

the shock of recognition of its truths, delight in its artistry, 
and be moved by its inherent beauty.
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